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Israeli Foreign Minister 
Moshe Dayan said Thursday 
that there is nothing left to 
negotiate with Egypt and he 
will not be returning to 
Washington for further 
peace talks. He said it is now" 
up to Egyptian President 
Anwar Sadat to accept he 
draft treaty. 
Sadat, however, insists 
there can be no treaty with 
Israel unless it is part of a 
comprehensive Middle East 
settlement. 
In Cairo Thursday, 
Foreign Minister Boutros 
Ghali said Egypt is ready to 
resume negotiations but only 
if the United States takes an 
active part. 
Ghali told the Paris nows- 
~Nr  Le Mon~ he was 
"b'oth astonished and 
disappointed by Mr. Dayan's 
words but I do not think these 
are the last words Israel has 
to say." 
"The Israeli negotiators in
Wsahingtve genuinely desire 
peace and they have 
recognized the evolving link 
which should be created 
between Sinai and the 
Palestinian territories," ha 
said. 
Yankee  
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Our millions 
being ,asted 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  Civil A review of the 13 showed million for building ice- existing school, gav~ no 
servants have regarded the that actual costs amounted breakers. Juatificative for replacing it 
public purse as "virtually to $699.7 milll~, up 148 par On a school c0natruciide and did not disclose that'the 
bottomless" and dispense cent overoi'iginalestimatea, program for Indians, project would serve high 
millions each year without The report noted that the 13 treasury board approved school students for where 
heed to whether taxpayers represent only a portion of $5.6 million to build in five facilities had already b~en 
are getting their money's the $10-billion worth of locations, mainly because it built in a nearby non-lndtan 
worth, Auditor-General J.J. government spending now wanted to give local Indiana community at a cent to the 
Mecdsnoll said Thursday. under way on capital works jobs and training oppor- . department of $164,000." 
In the 100th annual projects. It suggests hort- tunitie6.Totalcontoftboflve The rt also takes the 
nuditorgeneral's report and comings throughout the reached $12.8 million, post off'ice to task for 
his sixth, Macdoneil notes system. Little heed was paid to estimating that new 
som~ improvements but Spending increases on the economy, the report said. automatic letter-serting 
chronicles widespread waste projects range from a For instance, few reasons equipment would save tsX'r 
on projects ranging from relatively modest jump to had been gi~,en for building payers$16i mllliveovera 15: 
Indian schools to airports $7.6 million from $7.3 millive one particular school at Fort year period ending in 1985~ 
and eeacludes that tax funds in the cost of building dykes Alexander in Manitoba, 60 The system cost about $153 
still are spent with little in souihwesternOntario to a miles north of Winnipeg. million to install in 31' 
regard to economy, ef- big increase to $108 million A submissive to treasury separate post offices In 26 
ficiency or whether the from 1972 estimates of $17 board "did not describe.the, cities. 
money is accomplishing 
what Parliament intends. 
Federal spending has in. THE HIGHLIGHTS creased 487 per cent during 
the last 15 y~ars to ~42.9 
billion for the year ended last 
March 31, he says. During OTTAWA (CP) --  Parliament's plans for Indian schools and ice. 
that period of rapid growth, Highlights of Auditor. the money, breakers, to airports and 
"it appears that the public General J.J. Macdonoll's ~ flood dykes. 
purse was gradually deemed annual report on govern- Federal spending in the 
virtually bottomless and that ment spending controls, 15 years since the fiscal Financial control and 
access to it was not unduly tabled Thursday in the year 1962-63 has in- management of public 
restricted fer the ingenious." Commons. creased 467 per cent to money hes improved with 
Public servants ee the $42.9 billion for the year the appointment of a 
Maedonell says the federal , treasury as ended last March 31. comptroller-general but 
government has started to "virtually bottomless" ~ all civil servants must be 
redress "the critically and spend millions of Public money has been given "the clearest 
serious inadequacies" in the dollars annually without wasted needlessly on possible direction" to see 
management and control of due regard to economy, major construction - that tax funds are spent 
public funds with the ap- efficiency or projects ranging from properly. 
pointmentearlter this year 
of .a  comptt~ller~general, . , ., .~ . . . . . . . .  
That was hb  tater recorn- 
mendaUon S 0 UANDERED FOR TUNE Alan Mather (left), a a car wash. All Seasons But.he insists thet more 
resident of Osborne Guest Sporting Goods, Pizza Hut, mint be done. 
VICTORIA - -The  Home, receivesaehairfrom MountainviewBakeryaed Publlc servantsmustbe Transport s lammed 
BrltSH Columbia govern- Grade 12 students Anita Sefeway also contributed to given the "clearest possible 
mentwilihevemadenproflt Wirti (center) and Colleen. the project, direction" that all tax 
Gift of $14 million on the sale of McGhee. speeding is to be made with "We United States beer this fall The students from Ed Harrison, the students' "the most careful, OTTAWA (CP)-- "Serious noted that in a the facilities were reached." 
when it sells the reminder sociology 11 raised $180 last teacher, says that he has demonstrable attentive to deficiencies" in financial number of cases, the Macdonel l  part ia l ly  
, . , , o~,  co m.  s-" ven for the residents of never seen a high school economy, efficiency and planning by the transport department zommlttod Itself blames the Calgary cost 
Corporate Affairs Minister Osborne. class raise money on its own effectiveness." department caused costs to to projects before the scope overrun on a lack of 
Rare Mair said Thursday. Six chairs an~ a ba~.beque in the 10 years he has been In a letter incorporated triple when Toronto and and design were finalized, supervision by transport~ 
The minister said in a were donated to the teaching secondary students into the 748-page report, Calgary airports were ex- realistic ost estimates were department headquarters 
news release 100,000 dozen residents. The 18 students in Terrace. The students Treasury.Board President pended, the auditor-general developed and before finn over the western officials 
U.S. beer have been sold in raked the money from bake decided to start the project Robert Andras says he too says in his annual report agreements on rental rates charged with building the 
the past week, leaving only sales, chiilsales, a raffle and after they visited Osborne. has been concerned about tabled Thursday in Par- and other charges for use oE airport. 
59,000 dozen to go before s inadequate control over llament. 
st~kplle, brought in durtng publlcspeeding. Aseriesof Costs rose at the Calgary Construction w a s  • d pote ,. ,he B.c. FR0111 REPRISAL  reforms included careful projectto$127.4mlllionfrom 
U S protecting ..,_ o, d.,m,., about  as waste fu l  pletely sold. administrative procedures. Toronto's Malton In- He said sale of U.S. beer • Treasury board monitors ternational Airport to $159.7 since the strike-lockout all federal spending, million from t54.6 million. 
began will exceed $40 • • Macdonell said public ser- million, These muiti-millive<lollar OTTAWA (CP) -- The were eases where facilities s iu rv 'vors  are not enlirely to cost overruns, like several federal government has were not needed or the cult ~, .m.  for ineffective other .horror,, ,inries needlesslywastadmonoyon benofltswereexaggerated 
~3,64 a dozen--the break- management of public gleaned from the transport major constructive projects by their government 
ewe point--last week to money. Often, they had been department's f inancial and should tighten cvetrel hackers. 
clear the stock before xpiry given inadequate training records, could have beent over such spending, the 
of its shelf life. Mair said the GEORGETOWN (ALP( - -  c~ the jungle are scared out undisclosed locative, said and tea little direc~on, avoided, says J.J. Macdu,~ ~ auditor-general's report 
qunllly of the remaining beer Twenty.nine Jonestown of their witsand requested U.S. consular official Doug S ki 
is still good even if It has cultists t~rrlfled by the the U.S. protection, at an ElUce. Instead, Maedonellblames nell's report, says. a n g 
passed Its peak shelf life. nightmare they fled and by the system, which he says A review of 13 projects 
i'eprisals they think await showedestinmted final costa "puts more emphasis on Lott ery . m,them wentbehindinto ahidingu.s. Union  brands  ddevel°ping peliey in i t ia t iVeSnew programsthanon Keep  of"997 mllllve, an incroase , , ,  o., ove progress ... 
protective shield. The the principles and well- cost estimates of $261.8 A~,~, ,~ 
Guyanene government established practices of th  - ran  
winners prohibited all Jonentown bankers goons t iOkt  survivors from leavi g the fective resource 11 of the projects, covering OTTAWA (CP) -- 
ST. THOMAS, Ont. country until it completes its management." everything from flood dykes Treasury Board President 
Five tickets each worth investigation of the mass This Mscdenell report is C e s to icebreakers, did not show Robert Aedras said Thur- 
the first to include new "a reasonable standard of sday the sheer size of 
$100,000 inWerethe Wintariodrawn murdersuicide,Three U,S. military VANCOUVER (CP) -- Branch managers are as. auditing procedures that Ticket holders of the due regard for economy." government makes it impos- 
Thursdad~.aw. helicopters shuttled back Union efforts to organize signed by the chartered attempt to determine Terrace Chamber of Corn- "The procesa suffers from aible to eliminate all 
I T°~he winning numbers and forth between the bank employees are banks' head offices to "spy whether taxpayers are merce raffle for a a number of shortcomings wasteful spending and 
were23012 inseriea 84; 20761 Georgetown airport and the frustrated by "goons in and report." getting value for money snowmobile should hold onto which in total indicate that financial mismanagement. 
inseriesT; 63979 in series 13; Jonestown suicide camp, three-piece, pin.stripe "When they sniff out union spent by government. That is their tickets until after Dec. resources of an appropriate 
36186 in series 15; and 45242 forrying out the bodies of 408 suits," Laraine Singler, activity and report it, the a big partof his long-range 16 beeause the draw has been quallty were not acquiredat Buthemaintainodthegov- 
in series 84. members of the American director of the Canadian boys at head office seed in a strategy, postponed until that date, a minimum cost," says the ernment is making progress in its effort to gain control Three special bonus sect who died, almost all by Labor Congress (CLC) bank headoffice flying goon In many cases, he con- said Nell Matheson. a report tabled Thursday in over spending that now has 
numbers were also drawn: taking poison, in suicidal organizing campaign said squad," she said. eludes the value isn't there, chamber spokesman. Parliament. 
85171 in seriec59fortS0,000; allegiance to the cult's Thursday. "They conduct inter- The report was prepared Matheson said there were Government departments reached about iS0 billion a 
11144 In series 47 for t~0,000; leader, Rev. Jim Jones. Ms. Singler told the British regatioss--the banks toll me with the help of a 500- not enough tickets sold to and managers had "carried year. 
these called career progress member staff and a $25- pay for the cost of the to extremes" thelr adveeacy Andras said it is and 22189 in series 74 for But it still is not known Columbia Federation of 
$10,000. how many sect members Labor that "the barons of interviews." mlllionbudgot.ltzercalnon machines and the group of building programs that unrealistic to think the 
l ta l ib - " - - - :u t   edinintbe loorwhere Bay Street" are getting The Canada Labor ,3 major construction decided to rescbedule to further the alms of programs government will get to the 
they now are. worried as unions set their Relations Board opened the projects. Of the 13, only two draw to Dec. 16. Tickets are for which they are respon- point where there are no 
"demonstrated reasonable available from Chamber of stb]e, problems associated with its The U.S. Embassy said 3i sights on the 100,000 bank door to bank organization regor~ for economy." Commerce members. J.J. Macdenoll says there spending. 
residents of the commune employees, last year discus d have emerged from the 
S e jungle in northwest Guynna 
Gov't spending a horror story OTTAWA (CP) --Talks on Two of them are being held a West Coast fisheries as suspects in the bloody agreement include airfield ambush of a group 
discussions on allowing led by Representative Leo 
Canadians to fish halibut off Ryan of California, whose 
Alaska in return for access investigative visit triggered OTTAWA (CP) -- ~pen. building project in the replace lighthouse keepers taking advantage of '°weak cent coin. It reversed the --Free meals for prison 
to groundfish stocks off the violence. (ling of ~dl,000 on a British Fraser River Valley was with remote-control stations financial controls," cashed decisive and cancelled the staff last year cost $1.6 
British Columbia for The Guyanese arlier ar- . Columbia flood control halted on grounds the 200 by 1972 still has not been $87,500 worth of travel coin after S230,000 wse spent, million. The Canadian 
Americans, says Sport rested n third suspect in the project, later halted for acres of land on and near an completed. And the small cheques i sued for trips that --Federal penitentiary Penitentiary Service never 
Minister Ions Campagnolo. ambush which killed Rysn, environmental reasons, is Indian reserve were found to reduction In lightkeepers were never taken. The era- guards and other prison staff reported this as a taxable 
A treaty allowing three American jOurnalists among the host of gov. be valuable salt water achieved so far has been ployee was sentenced to were paid $16.2 millinn for benefit for employees 
Canadians to fish Alaska and a disaffected cult ernment financial horror marsh. The result: S568,000 pertly offset by an increased three years in prison for overtime work in 1977-1978. although the revenue 
halibut expires in April and member. Ryan's group was stories in the auditor, in "unnecessary costs." number of technicians and fraud but the money has not The cost of this overtime has department says it should. 
the fishermen will not likely trying to escort would-be general's report released Other examples of wastes ofher staff needed to run the yet been recovered, been mounting each year --The unemployment 
be allowed back unless there defectors from the camp. Thursday. money and bad financial pertiafly-automated system. --The government ordered since the flrst sharp incrosae Insurance Commission 
is an  a.greement, Mrs. Th.e other 29 Jonestown ..Auditor-General .J..J. practice: . . . . . .  --A Canadian Broad- the Royal Canadian Mint to in 1971.1972 when the bill . . . .  ,.! . . . . .  o 
!i 
Pale I, 11m .mrald. irrk~v. N~vm~l~- 24. 1ms 
NEAREST THING TO A L IFET IME*  ENGINE l l I  Horror story" 
(Roducoa the fr i¢l longl wur -and- tear  that causo l  you to "trade in" evgry few year l ) ,  n~de between 159 million authorizing them did not OTTAWA (CP) --  At ]east problem to hitthe-~,~, '~l  • forestry service since 
ii iL'W T.M.T. 11111 "PLATES" THE IHSigE8 OF VOUR 
BtiM WiTH A 50.000 MIlE PRO CIffE Da Pont 
"ldlff COAIIHG! FACT The COSt of owning and operating any vehicle--car, bus, truck, you name it--has gone atrel~hl through the ceiling! The cost of gasoline and oil7 UP! 
*Re|. U~S. Pet. ()fficp for - The mania demsnded by skilled (and nol-so-akliled) mechanics? UPI The 
' Ou Pont's fluorcarbon rellnl, pricetP~aY: on new cars and.trucks? UPS It'l positively sickening--and It's going to get 
I'."WHATIS TMT? worse heforo it gels any bolted 
TMT is a superconcentrated Itqu,d for- 
• mulatl0n incorporating Du Pont TEFLON'. 
:the same chemical compound that went to 
.. the Moon in the lunar vehicle engines When 
• 7MT is added to an engine crankcase, th,s 
' key in.gredient instantly goes to work against 
• the No. One Cause of poor gas m leage. 
, slug9ish performance, h gh ooerating tem- 
peratures, and mechanical breakdown: f.c. 
tionat drag. 
• ' But unless you're a chemical engineer. 
r!9ht now you're more interested m what TMT 
"does than how it does it. So here it is. in a 
;tluIshell: 
~'MT IS FAST! There's nothing complicafed 
about using TMT--a t2-year-old k,d could do 
"it in less than 60seconds .. and not even gel 
:his hands dirty' 
TMT IS PERMANENT I It's an engine treat- 
ment. not an oil treatment• Just one single. 
:~pplication is all it takes to permanently pro- 
•tect your englne, for as long as you own your 
[O ALMgUIST WORLD FAMOUS AUTOMOTIVE NGINEER R[PORTS ON T.M.T. TEFLON TREATMENT. 
"The active Chemical inlredien.t In "T.M.T.". has "And once "T.M.T.'* his been iddod.to an an: 
O special Itff nity for meal wnlcn causes it to line-positive results can oe seen mrouiln ma 
*,nlJtt~" and adhere tO ell,exposed friction sur- exper laced and trained eyes of even the most 
f~cel'~ Po ymers attract more,polymers.to p micro skilled of mechancs They w II not cea decided 
thickness which means o ,conxrollea" OUllO.Up ncrease in compression read sis-which indl. 
occurs around worn surfaces, which 8ccoun|s lot cares that p sign and rln~. seal have Improved. 
the numerous user.reports of reduced "blow.by", An Increase in Idle r.p m. s will also be detect- 
ncrealed compression readings, and reduced oll able due to the reduced friction after It few 
consumption hundred miles of "T.M.T." "pieties". 
,,And in order fO effect a permanent reatment, ,,CONCLUSION: Not only is "T.M.T." easy to use 
iT~ a permanent reatment)-but its results can be 
has reached nomsl'operatnll temperature. I~e seen even under the careful scruti.'ty of any mechan c' The benefits that can he expected with 
ensIne should then be run for It minimum of "T.MT"' In the engine-are ae follows: In. 
thirty m nurse, n order to make sure that aft. crea~ed Gas Mileage.-Increased Norsepower-Lesx 
friction surtecee are "plated*'. Only elaht ounces 0 Consumption - Less Wear On Internal Parts -~ 
ere required for the average passenger car or Reduced Emissions-Lower Operating Tempere. 
amalJ truck enaine, tures - Easier Cold Weather Starts!" 
and ;179 million in un- 
detected overpayments to 
benefit claimants. This was 
in addition to ;67 million in 
overpayments the 8ov- 
ernment had detected by 
catching fraud and abuse, 
--The department of 
public works paid t746,000 
rent for offices that had been 
vacated by a United Nations 
agency three years earlier. 
The CBC spent 177,000 on 
other unoccupied office 
.space. 
--The CBC a~ed to  spend 
1544,000 on rent for office 
space in Paris, France, 
without getting authorization 
from the federal cabinet for 
property deals Involving 
more than ;250,000. 
--The health and welfare 
department M~d to pay 
Statistics Canada $90,000 it 
was billed for services. 
Despite that, Statistics 
Canada'e financial balance 
sheet says the payment was 
made. 
--The government made a 
"questionable investment" 
of t5 million in Mainland 
come into effect until a 
month after they were made 
last March. 
--Weak admirdstraUoa at
the fisheries prices support 
board resulted in overstated 
claims for payments as high 
as t40,000. --The en- 
vironment department paid 
;241,400 annual rent for 
unused land under a lease 
that does not ~l~re until the 
year 2045. The same rent was 
paid the wevioua year. City 
taxes on the land from 1975 to 
left cost he government an- 
other ;112,000. 
--Deficient financial 
accounting and control over 
a fund.for Indian arts and 
crafts marketing has 
resulted in so much mimse 
of public funds that reasury 
board is ending the service 
Dee. 31. 
--Control over the transfer 
o( Indian affairs department 
funds to indian bands is so 
inadequate that the 
government cannot give 
Parliament a satisfactory 
five sealer scientists are 
refu~ing to move to the 
Peinwawa fores%l~totion 
and the refusals slow 
some key research, says Bol~. 
Bourchler, directorgenerai 
of the Canadian Forestry 
Service. 
"It will slow us down a 
little but I don't think we'll 
founder," Bourchier said in 
an interview. 
The re~csals are the latest 
government ~flcink. deeid~ed 
In  Septemoer teat me 
Petawawa station near 
Chalk River, 0nt., should be 
closed to help save m~ey. 
After pressure from 
residents of the area 110 
kilometres northwest of 
here, foresters, professors 
and the industry, En. 
vironment Minister Len 
Marchand ecided to keep 
the station open. 
Let them eat fish 
VANCOUVER (CP) --  The 
British Columbia Federation 
of Labor today plsdsed 4O 
tons of herring to help keep 
food on the tables of bud. 
sb~, OnL steelworkers on 
• against Inca Metob 
Ltd. 
Dave Patterson, leader of 
the 11,700 strikers, said that 
with the support of the rest of 
the labor movement, his 
members can hen8 on in 
their fight for a new contrac! 
with the multinational ntcke~ 
giant. 
Chrbtmas. Spokesmen for 
Inca say the cempany has 
enough nickel sto~M~I.to 
supply its customers mr 
several months. 
Patterson, who received a
stsndl~ ovation from the 
1,000 B.C. labordele~ias, 
said suppert ts .co.adn8 in the 
form of food ann money, 
"Everyone will have a 
turkey on the table at 
Chrbtmas." 
In the meantime they will 
have herr~,  to be eaui~ 
and donated by the United 
account of the spelnding, 
car! .TMT IS SAFE! We've put our money where NeW tluit We've Nard hem the expert . . .  listen te Eke raves at eMsar/drivers, --The po,t office exceeded 
• our mouth is on this . w,th a $1,000,000 THE RESULTS PEOPLE HAVE GOTTEN ARE SO SENSATIONAL, WE CAN'T PRINT THEM. THAT'S investment Ltd., a Nova its authorized spendi~ Unlit Local M of the United 
WHY WE"rE 'StEEPEn" THEM OUT OF THESE ACTUAL CUSTOMER LIneS.. .  Scotia company which fell for five consecutive months Steelworkers of America Fishermen and Allied 
.Product Liability Policy issued by a nationally :famous insurance company! " (Once you've put T.M.T. in your vehicle, you'll be tiffins In the figures yourself), apurtafter lenin8 money in a in amotmia ranging from wont on strike SepL 15 and Worbere Union. Retail value 
=TMT IS EFFECTIVEt Effective for any car. M orcvcle RIcsr "aid Deitl" becomes wrona. Of course he "probably deal inVO]l/ll)~ a 14 iI~illion ;340,000 to 15eo,e0o. expect  to  be out  past  of'the shipment is $100,000. 
: t ruck.  or other  veh ic le -whether  it's this ot . . . . . . . .  Uital"with"TMT" won't admit it until,he uses ~e erubeship.Thestetm of the --The energy supplies 
~year's model or one that's 15 years old! Pro- " " " 
. fectsand preservesnew engrnes 'tightens : I 
.:up." and rejuvenates old ones I million too much com- 
-TMT IS GUARANTEED! Every TMT Treat- pecsstioa for imlxrtodoil. It 
meat sold carries w,th it the strongest, most ,ron-clad Guarantee we could think of'-- kserlesof runsff0mo etandlna u Messed it was TM.T. drive a '67 Caddy, and It was us: gin. ,~ntHl~ todd far Rlmlldlfinr hss iL'ecovoced $1.6 lmiWon V][C~OPJ~, (CP) --Armed duplex to 1330 b'om 1.143 a 
• GUARANTEED: Better gas mileage sterE showed that our E.T. I£1apsed YOMyg mileage has none from XX to ins e lot of lies in the city a.n¢ *~- ~-.--- n..-. --'. ---"R~..--- but given up on the mr ,  at forcespereonneimanted quarten livingat Clrliin weeksmonth'ego.Were station two 
more miles from every tankful . or Time) was reouced bysxa.secono an unbetievab Y astounding XX. My on the hlllhwsyl. I was settles 19 at prtces nigher man least tomporerily, while the Esquimelt face rent in- The new rents are 
money Deck in full' T was added to tne Fuel car mechanic miles to tee gallon aug flow, alflCo aA,mmmmne ant haas n~iNm after T-M- father, who is a ,,.. , . . . . . . In .  ,,T'M v,, , n,~ .n Kvv~. . , .v . , , ' . v .  ,-J,.- V - .v~.  • GUARANTEED Less o,I burning long- mix n my 125 c.c. Kawasaki Mo- told me it's impossible but I've ~,~,%~;7,""I~"~. ';~;' ;~'i~h.;~ . ,~ ~. , . .~  ~, . . . .  ~ . . . . . .  ,o oil impedes" who repaid the determined by Central 
er periods before "topping off" . or torcross recln| mtorcyce, kept exact records on my lag t four I'o"n~';;"ih;' ~ili'h~va'~,-;o'i"kK;; A~:,~ ._uu~._.~u,~_. . ..~.u~.~..~. $1,6 million Mes the M cream of up to 188 per cent, says MP Allan MeKinnon MertgaseandHons~gCorp. 
moneyOackrnfull' Ansstudentotenllneerlnsthis tankfuls sad have proven me o l0 you people have o toad product mprovemecau,ewu~©v=r toceurt inandferttoicttbe appraisal and vary ac- 
pro . . . . . . . . . . . . .  money buck. He said the increases, cording to local conditions, • GUARANTEED: Smoother engine parlor- ved that T-M.T reduced friction saylnl that even rashers can oe and I will recommend it." R]mlaht - , - ,~ (PC- -V Jc to I~ I ) .  
mance..lessstalhngandroughldhng . and ,ncreased power" . . . .  I r  " mr.i;.s.e. --The Canadian In- --That onerli~ beard also about which he has com- Mcl(lunon said. 
Or money back ,n full' xw.--,~ ternational Development made interest l~ymonts of plainod to Defonce Minls~r In a letter to McKinnon, 
• GUARANTEED: Increased horsepower ~ Agency paid ~.6 miilien to about ;3.1 million to two ell 
and higher compress;on .. more zip and , the Canadian Wheat Beard importers without getting Barney Danson, are me Damon said he is concmuM result of a defence de- about the high cost of 
acce lera t ion . ,  or money back m ~ull, S = for grain shipped after proper au~l ion  from pal~ne~ poacy aimed at heminSin Victoria but noted 
• GUARANTEED: Longer engine life . 
fewer repair bills (espec,ally for costly ~ n  ONLY TWO TO A CUSTOMER. OUE TO OVERWHELMINS .DEMAND. (FIRST COME. FIRST SERVE). II board'sMarch 31,invoices1978. ThestateWheatthe he_ThegOvernment.l~overnment lu l l  ~ rents for married that e8 M cast of the ~300 
i quarters up to the level of married penman_ at the tutl,rlngandplsf°ni°bs) or money back ln ~ . ~ n r  r ' l  mnnp.v order I grain had been leaded. In hasn't collected ;1.7 million 
• GUARANTEEDmoney.saving be efitsAll theSeno matterimp°rtant'how I . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . .  ,4 . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  fact it was not leaded until left on an outntondL~ loan cemperab ledvf l lan  b o u s b ~ , ~  Coe er a ive  defeece conuuodalionbsae l i ve  inalready.ctvJlinn as .  
long you own your vehicle or money Apr i l  and May. made in 19'/~ and owed in critic said the policy has "Tofavor33pe~'centoftbe 
black in full' --The Indian affairs 1976 by a contractor 
Name" . _ department made $1.7 providing service to the been carded out acres8 the nmrried s t re~ who would 
country, but Eequlmait- occupy married quarters 
In view of the many possible savings and " Bdmon in illepi payments Canadian Commercial Corp. based servicemen are would be inequitable," 
benefils cited above,, what do you suppose Address: - on hehaH of the Nashapi The money Mo~ in a particularly hard hit Damon said. 
any vehicle owner or o~rafor would gladly CitY; Pray.: P.C . . . .  indians in que.hec.for claims defonce production fund. 
pay for a one.time, oermansot reatment of ~ -- arislsg from the James say ' --Weaknesses in a cam- because of steep rents for He said the 
TMT? $50.007 $I00.007 MORE? . ' hydro development ~roJect. paterlsed loan system have civilian accommodation i department has asked M-  
Well, listen to this: The established reta,I C [or a M 8pps'sMl  which 
¢r~ceofTMTieonly$149SlThat'sright.only FOREST LAWN DISTRIBUTORS The payments were illegal led to 14 milUca worth of the Yletoria area. The lnersases, wMch will hepefully would reflect a 
$t4.~--a tiny investment that could possibly indinn economic develop evonbudly take the monthly deeronce in costs on the 
ingsPaY itselfon gas.baCkorl,d°zenSand repair°t tlmesbills.OVer.Fantast~c,in say- P.O. Box 550, Station J, Calgary, Alberta, T2A 4X8 becduse an a~reement meat fund accounts being rent of a three.bedroom rental market. 





Saturday, November 25th 
Join the growing number of Bay 
customers who enjoy the advantages 
of a Bay Credit Card. 
It takes only a few minutes to apply! 
Application forms are available from 
i 
0 
any staff member. 
Parliament's knowledge. 
--The Canadian 
penitentiary service im- 
properly used an uperattmal 
stores budget to bmuy 
thousands ofdollars wm'th of 
canteen supplies. The 
canteen supplies were 
suppesed to be purchased 
with money in a canteen 
fund. 
--About 1,300 per;ore M 
the country owing $3.8 
mDllon in inxes which the 
government can't collect 
because they are no louger 
Canadian res idents .  
Althou~ a Parliamentary 
committee recommended 
Ublishing the names of 
taxpayen whose taz 
debts are written off, no 
action was taken. 
ICBC strike threatened 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
Union workers at the In- 
surance Corp. of British 
Columbia (ICBC) have 
served the Crown corpo- 
ration with 72-hour strike no- 
lice, an ICBC spokesman 
said today. 
Bob ESby said talks 
between ICBC and the Office 
and Technical Employees 
Union have broken down, hut 
he said mediator Jack 
Chi~telas, who has been 
meeting with both sides 
since last Friday, has not 
reported out of the dispute. 
The mediator must r~¢t  
out before a etrlke can 
le~ occur. Egby said 
etdke notice was delivered 
Wednesday on behalf of the 
2,~00 workers represented by 
the union. 
The ICBC spokesman said 
the union has asked for an 
8½-percent inereue in 
first year and &Im'-occt in. 
thasocondysar of atwo-yesr 
aSresme=t. I  has also alked 
for a ceat-dllving allowance 
if legation exceeds the fireS- 
increase, he eald. 
Egby said the company 
I~a steered 5 34 per emt in 
the first year but has net 
made aspecific dfer for the 
second year of the contract. 
The union represmla 
workers at ICBC. 
The Employment Opportunity Programs Branch of the 
Ministry of Labour Invlles applications for possible ..... 
vacanclel for field staff to administer the 1979 Program. 
Field Co-ordlnaior (27 Positions) 
Locations: 
Abbotsford, Burnaby, Courtenay, Cranbrook, 
Dawson Creek, Kamloops, Kelowna, Nanaimo, 
Nelson, Penticton, Prince George, Smithers, 
Terrace, Vernon, Victoria, Williams Lake. 
Salary: 
$11S5/month (auxiliary) 
Open to male end female applicants. 
Duties: 
The Field Co-oidinator, under the direction of a 
Regional Administrator, has the following 
activities: research and adjudication of applica- 
tions for funding from employers; liaison between 
Branch and funded employers (both private 
sector and government); assisting employers in 
recruiting youth for jobs under the Program; 
monitoring funded projects. Duties include 
supervision of clerk and student monitor, media 
contact. 
Quellflcatlong 
The Branch seeks outgoing, dynamic, 
independent people --  self-starters with high 
energy and dedication. Successful candid~ates 
should have knowledge of the social, economic 
and labour market conditions within the assigned 
area; knowledge of the operation of all levels of 
government; proven ability to communicate with 
the public and officials; preferably supervisory 
skills. Secondary scnool graduation is required. 
Post-secondary degree in a related discipline or a 
considerable number of years of related work 
experience is preferred, 
EXTENSIVE USE OF PERSONAL VEHICLE ON A 
DISTANCE BASIS REQUIREd. 
, Competition closes November 29, 1978. 
Obtain applications from any Public Service 
-Commission or Government Agent office. 
Indicate desired IocMton. Forward completed 
applleellon to the Public Service Commission, 544 
Michigan Streel, Vlclorle, B.C. VSV IS3. 
Quote Competition #782933 
Canadian citizens will be given preference. 




Three vehicles, parked at 
the Sandman Inn overnight 
on Wednesday, were entered 
and a tape deck, 20 tapes, 
clothing and two brief cases 
were stolen.. Police 
recovered the tepee and 
clothing from an empty field 
near the parking lot. 
Two other vehicles parked 
along Highway 16 near the 
Sandman Inn were entered 
Wednesday night. Cigarettes 
and a hunting rifle were 
stolen. Police are in- 
wugatlng. 
Lam'a Grant, Of Kitimaat 
:-" ,Village, reported to the 
RCMP the theft of a portable 
radio from her residence. 
F, ntry was gained between 3
p.m. and 6 p.m. on Wed- 
nesday. 
Allen Williams, also of 
Klllmaat Village, reported 
that a five gallon outboard 
gasoline tank was stolen 
from his boat between 
Tuesday and Wednesday. 
Terrace RCMP caught one 
Juvenile Wednesday night 
• trying to steal the tings from 
K mart. 
ClarenceMichielChoirhas Dec. 7, Dee. 8 and Dec. 14 at 
planned several community 7:30 p.m. each evening. 
It will be seen tonight at 
performance for the the R.E.M. lee Theatre at 
Christmas Season. It will be 7:45 p.m. ~fore the Entre 
seen in the Skeena Mall on Six Dance Company. 
New Course Offering 
ART 101-3 DESIGN FUNDAMENTALS I 
A course in which the student is introduced to various techniques, kills, and 
the theory of  design. Basic design techniques, composition, and the 
development ofdesign are studied inrelation to nature, geometrical form, 
and man-made form. 
Instructar: Dave Comfort 
Begins: 
Wednesday, November 29, 1978 at 7:00 p.m. 
Place: 
Room 103A. Administration Building 
Northwest Community College 
5~!t McConnell Avenue, Terrace 
'l'ulUm: i lS.~.'  ,<~ ",:" " "~: : • - 
Art 101-3 can be taken for either University transfer credit or for general 
interest 





Receiving stations from 
the Lower Mainland and 
Seattle over cablevislon in 
the northwest is very 
complicated and sometimes 
confusing to the public, said 
Fred Weber, manager of 
CFTK. 
British Columbia 
Television Ltd. owns its own 
microwave system to Prince 
George. CFTK, through B.C. 
Tel, picks up the signal at 
Microwave explained 
Service Seattle station, are throughout the l~OVtnce in 
distributed from the 
Prince George and transmits 
it on channel 4 to the 
downtown offices in Terrace 
where it is distributed 
through the cable network. 
B.C. Tel manpower isused 
because CFTK does not have 
any employees in Prince 
George. 
KING 'IV, the National 
Broadcasting Corporation 
Seattle station, and KCTS, 
the Public Broadcasting 
WEATHER 
Temperatures and con- termtttent mixed rain and 
ditions are about noroml for snow to the region. 
this time ofyear/asa push of Highs this afternoon 
milder air from the Pacific should reach around 2 
continues. This will maintain degrees Celsius, with 
cloudy skies over the temperatures dipping to 
Terrace-Kitimat rea for the about -2 degrees Celsius 
next few days. tonight. 
No great variation in 
A series of Pacific temperatures or weather 
disturbances caught up in conditions is expected for at 
the push will give in- least the next few days. 
microwave site in Haney, 
B.C. These signals are 
relayed irectly to the seven 
interior cable companies, 
including CFTK. 
Weber said the Interior 
Cable Operaters Association 
(ICOA) lease the microwave 
signals from B.C. Tel at 
Haney to show KING and 
KCTS over their cable 
systems to 13 communities. 
BCTV has disputed the 
request from ICOA to show 
the Vancouver based Lions 
Telethon in the 13 com- 
munities over channel 9 
because It says it has spent 
money providing its channel 
throughout most of the. 
province and it wants to 
protect its" investment. The 
telethon will originate from 
CKVU, a private station in 
Vancouver. 
CKVU does net have a 
license to operate outside of 
Vancouver and BCI'V says it 
is worried about possible 
encroachmente by CKVU 
the future, Lloyd Calflterp, 
vice-president o/ 




PRING~ GEORGE, I.C. 
(CP) -- About ,S00 s~ zto 
got an unexpected he day 
today after a broken ~ tier 
main and a blown an. 
sformer in the ba ,up 
distribution system Left 
many homes and six se ois 
without water. 
About 4,000 people wel af- 
fected by tlm water sy ,~m 
problems. 
The water main :st 
early this morning, caqng 
a burst o(water that telp]qd 
a power pole that cam| ~a 
regular dtstribuflm llne~d 
a eo,oo~valt i~.  [ 
City crews were wor~ 
to correct he problemsD 
I 
You won't find a better .: 
W, 
ii i l l  lllll b i t  ltn  tour t i l l#  
B.C. "l~r,,,i weekend 
I'ale i.s really cheap.  
, ¥Oil t:iitl dial dh'ecl 
( ] ] 7) Io ili(I.',il i)lilcC.',i hi B.(:. 
I)clWCCll ,~ II.ln. Fl'id~iy l ind 
,~ p,ll l. Still(It!.%' til i ' ju.,i i "t5¢ 
.!ll" le.,is lX~l • nl lnt/ Ic.  (Mh l -  
i ln l l l l i  chi l l ' lC 2~'1¢ it cii]l.) 
• 1 ,( )N(  ; 1)I N" 1 ;.% N ( ;1 'L %%' E E K E N 1) R,% ! "E "1 "( ) N I( )N" I" P 1 ,,,%( : EN ! N l l . ( '  
B.C.. TEL 
I I  
IBm 
~ cltll .~mli_'one h i l lg  
(li.~lmwc this wc~kc .d .  
AtI( I  talk it l ip  whi le  
I ';IICS i l I 'C  (h )Wt l .  
R~IIc' d(Ic'.~ IIol al) l) lv 
~.1 calls Ibm1 howl .  I . o l c l  
()1" {x i in  Ic. l{, l jh( i l le.~ o1" I l l  
.~ . l i t '  No l l l ie1"11 ix)i111,~ 
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notenough iiilii!H ilIi  iIl  
The federal government has indicated that it will not 
offer aid to residents of designated flood plains in the 
. future. Skeens MLA Cyril Sbelford has suggested that 
red stickers be placed on the titles of properties in 
flood plains so that potential buyers would be warned, 
Shelford made his suggestion after he heard from 
several homeowners in a flood plain who said they ~/ , f~/~, , , ,~  
were unaware their area was so designated. The 
MLA's intention is to make sure that those who are 
buying land are aware of the risks. The question is, is 
this sufficient or even equitable, 
The scheme that Shelford is proposing is com- 
mendable in that  if there are known hazards a 
potential purchaser should be made aware of them, 
The days of "buyer beware" should be put behind us, 
The l~roblem with Shelford's plan is that it punishes 
those who already own land in the areas and does 
nothing to deal with their concerns. There is no 
question that properties in areas of potential flooding 
sho.uld be properly identified. This goes without 
saying. 
By designating land as flood plain, there is no 
question but that it will be devalued. By making sure 
the titles of these properties are marked, whether with 
a red sticker or a big black X, i tonly makes certain 
that less scrupulous ellers cannot get away with 
palming off property without informing buyers of the 
problems. 
Designating areas as flood plains and cutting off 
future aid to those residents who are unfortunate 
enough to live there may protect he majority of the 
taxpayers from future damage claims, but it does not 
face up to the problem. 
Any area with a history of flooding should be 
carefully surveyed and the risks evaluated. If dyking 
or other forms are economically feasible then a long- 
term, government (and that means al l  levels of 
government) program for the protection of those 
areas should be undertaken. 
If the risks are great and the costs too high, the 
governments should start to look into the possibilities 
of a long-rauge.relocation plan.Potential flood plains 
co.uld .be mrnea over m an appropriate government 
aumorky to be redeveloped in directions compatible 
with the risks. 
Certain t~pes of entertainment and recreational and even a breakdown in 
uses as well as some industrial and commercial trust and confidence 
ventures are acceptable in areas subject o occasional stemming from the Vietmm 
floed!ng. Floodproof buildings in other areas may be a war have been cited as 
• possibility, causes that drove hundreds 
of people to subordinate 
Government subsidies could be made available or everything, including their 
compensation awarded to make up the difference 
between the devalued market value and the 
replacement value when a flood-plain resident 
relocates. 
NEW YORK (CP) -- 
Across the U.S., people are 
asking the same question? 
why? 
Why did some 400 mere- 
bers of the People's Temple 
line up in a jungle settlement 
in Guyana and, apparently 
for the most part docile, kill 
themselves with a lethal 
bellbroth of cyanide mixed 
with a soft drink? 
What kind of hypnotic 
power did Jim Jones wield 
over his followers? How did 
be induce mothers to poison 
their children and then kill 
themselves, as eyewitnesses 
have reported? 
As the grisly reports and 
photographs pour in from 
Guyana, and as U.S. Air 
Force planes bring home the 
first of the hundreds of 
bodies, there in shock and 
disbelief in the country. 
Commentators are 
struggling to explain the 
inexplicable. The suicide has 
been blamed on alienation in 
modern society and on the 
mobile, rootless way of life in 
California, home of most of 
the victims. Permissiveness 
CULT SUICIDES . . ?: '~,  • 
Speaks of awesome power 
have attracted young people interference. Yet when some 
Did he offer them an and tnen-agers. Those who of the intended victims 
lives, to the wishes of Jones. 
authority figure and give 
them a chance to abdicate 
responsibility? 
In recent years there has 
been a sharp rise in the 
number of religious cults and 
communes across the U.S. 
They range from small, 
hank-to-nature groups to 
such organisatious as the 
Hare Krishna sect, the 
Reunification Church of Sun 
Myung Moon and the so- 
called Children of God, 
whose members can be 
found cadging change on the 
streets of many cities. 
Many, like L. Ron Hub- 
bard's Scientelogista, claim 
large memberships and 
impress ive  f inancia l  
statements. 
Most require adherents o 
follow strict rules and to 
make contributions to the 
community. 
In that, at least, the 
People's Temple was similar 
to other groups. Jones's 
fo l lowers apparent ly  
surrendered their homes and 
possessions to the temple. 
Searchers going through the 
Guyana townsite reported 
finding money, valuables 
and even stacks of uneashed 
social security cheques. 
But most of the cults and 
communes of recent years 
followed Jones to Guyana 
included people of all ages 
and many walks of life, in- 
eluding medical personnel 
and other professionals. 
There have been confused 
rumors about he sect since 
the nears from Guyan broke 
last weekend. 
Lawyer Mark Lane, while 
net a member of the temple, 
was a wiUnoss to the 
Saturday ambush that killed 
congressman Leo Ryan and 
four other parsons-- and 
which seemed to touch off 
the mass suicide. Lane hints 
darkly of "hit lists" and con- 
spiracles to kill public of- 
ficials. Lane, however, has 
been the high priest of 
conspiracy theories since 
publishing his book, Rush to 
Judgment, which scoffed at 
the findings on the Warren 
-Commission into the as- 
snssination of Jolm Kennedy. 
It seems that Jones sub 
fered from strong paranoid 
fears and delusions of per. 
secution. His own son and his 
lawyer say the religious 
leader had 10st his mind. 
In ordering the murder of 
the • investigating 
congressman d his party, 
Jones was trying to protect 
his 27,000-acre agricultural 
settlement from outside 
escaped, he saw no choice 
but to destroy his "beautiful 
experiment" himself. 
But while madness and a 
fanatic's wish to pull his 
world down around him 
would explain Jones's ac- 
tion, how can that account 
for the apparent willingness 
c/his disciples to follow suit? 
There arc some rcporta of 
gunfh'e at the scene, hat only 
three bodies, including that 
of Jones, were reported to 
have shown gunshot wounds. 
There also were rcparts of 
heavy use of drugs. 
The ugly conclusion 
remains that about 400 
persons, men, women, 
children, young and old, 
black and white, drank poi- 
son and died voluntarily or 
under the influence of drugs 
at the behest of a madman. 
Despite the horror of the 
deaths and puzzle of what 
happened to several hundred 
other members of the cult 
who seem to have disap- 
pearnd in the jungle, other 
members of the sect have 
vowed to carry on. 
At a news conference in 
San Francisco members of 
the People's Temple said 
they will continue their 
work, bouyed by the 
"selfless dedication" Jones 
demonstrated. 
DO THEY HELP 
OTTAWA OFFBEAT 
, BY R ICHARD JACKSON 
It would be expensive. It is also expensive to cover 
flood damage. It is costly and socially unacceptable to
allow these individuals who are located in flood areas 
bear the entire cost of either leaving that area at a loss 
or staying and suffering further losses. A more long- WASHINGTON (AP) - -  
range pmn, with all three levels of government using "The first thing we do, let's 
some forethought and spending some time, energy kill all the lawyers."-- 
and money to come up with a permanent solution, is Shakespeare in Henry VI, 
the only acceptable answer, written in 1501. 
"We are over-lawyered 
and under-rcprcsentod."-- 
Jimmy 
Carter, Maz 4, 1978. 
For centuries, it seems, 
people have loved to hate 
lawyers. 
[~[~Af l  Nevertheless, law in the 
United States is a growth in- 
dustry. Law schools produce 
30,000 new degree-helders 
What price the lawyers 
Criticism has kept pace, 
appearing to have reached a 
high this year. 
Lawyers not only are doing 
too little to improve the 
quality of justice in the 
United States but often are 
guilty of thwarting justice, 
Carter said in a Los Angeles 
speech. 
"I am worried about a 
legal system in which ex- 
pensive talent on both sides 
produces interminable 
delay," Carter said. "Justice 
should not be forced to obey 
panned by the iega~ 
establishment. The con- 
troversy soon faded. 
Criticism from the 
country's tap-ranking judge, 
Chief Justice Warren 
Burger, has endured, 
however. 
While Carter seemed to he 
saying that lawyers should 
put their competence to 
better use, Burger questions 
the very existence of that 
competence. 
Testifying before a legal 
services commission in 
Although only one in 10 
lawyers ever sees courtroom 
duty, Burger's comments 
rankled a group of lawyers 
from Illinois enough to spark 
a proposal that he American 
Bar Association rebuke him. 
Had the chief justice, as 
former ABA president 
William Spann charged, 
offered a "grossly 
disproportionate" estimate? 
Confronting his critics at 
the ABA convention earlier 
this year, Burger said more 
should be done to correct in- 
| 
Ottawa, -You might hink- 
that with everything they've 
got going for them - national 
leadership in pay and in- 
dexed pensions, automatic 
hailt-in annual salary in- 
'creases, complete protection 
from dismissal, and the right 
to strike even against the 
government's threatened 
legislation to tie their salary 
rates to prevailing levels in 
business and industry -- 
federal public servants 
would be reasonably content. 
And all those job ad- 
vantages o far listed just 
scratch the surface of the 
armor-plated benefits en- 
joyed from junior clerk to 
senior deputy minister. 
They have it so good -- so 
almost tmbelievabty rich - 
that beyond the horizon of 
civil service-saturated Ot- 
tawa-Hull, the term public 
servant to the taxpayer isan 
1 ~ expletive of contempt, 
ii derision and even hostility 
\. ~i verging, in some eases like 
x the postal workerS, on 
hatred. 
That's why the govern. 
01978 U~hwml P rN  $)~km'e 
~nd in recognition of your 20 years loyal service 
in the X-roy department,.,' 
/ 
. /  
/ 
ment plucked up previously 
zero-level courage• high 
enough to bring the uncivil 
non-service to the high court 
of Parliament. 
The government proposes 
treating the public service 
like any other working 
Canadian in pay averages 
and perks, and has the 
legislation to prove its good 
producing the researchers, both mentioned cloning. 
let alone funding them," Triable dascribed it as a 
Williams told the national process of emhry~ split- 
be~ seminar, ting-- separating the ceib of 
He said the beef industry, an embryo, putting them into 
which has "some of the a membrane in which an 
strongest voices in the single em~ To grows and planting 
biggest industry in Csneda," tha~ in a host cow. 
had it-and nobody as cozy -
it still wasn't rich enough. 
Not just for the scores of 
chisellers, frauds, fixers and 
other practitioners of the 
criminal arts who are 
nabbed annually by the 
angle-eyed Auditor General~ 
But net good enough for a 
whole departmental agency. 
And a big one it is, too, 
vital to the economy of the 
whole country. 
Statistics Canada. 
In recent imes it has been 
getting into all sorts of tacky 
, situations, embarrassing 
both to its own ad- 
ministration, the depart- 
ment which runs it, and the 
government that in the end 
must carry the can for its 
questionable conduct. 
The fault lies with the 
initiative of some of its staff. 
Holding down good jobs 
and plush offices in "Stats 
Can," these inventive souls 
have been going into 
business for themselves. 
On the side. Moonlighting. 
Using government office 
space, staff and supplies for 
private profit. 
Like: 
Husbands hiring wives and 
wives hiring husbands, not 
for those run.of-the-shop j bs 
but for executive posts. 
An executive with enough 
time on his hands to operate 
a thriving real estate 
business out of his office. 
intentions. Another executive who 
"flogged" - for a price - 
Response from the tax- supposedly confidential and 
payers out in the boonies - economically important 
which the Ottawa federal statistics to clients in outside 
establishment considers business and industr ia l  
takes in everything beyond clients, giving them a jump 
the National Capital in- 
cluding such centres of on their competitors. 
An official using his in- 
supposed sophistication as fluence to solicit cases for a 
Toronto, Montreal, Van. 
couver -- has been en- 
thnsiastic. 
In Ottawa.Hull it has been 
one of outrage, and public 
service union leaders are 
calling on the faithful to 
punish these presumptuous 
and preposterous 
parliamentarians at the 
polls. 
But with as good as they 
IN THE AIR 
staff medical officer who in 
turn runs a private practice 
on the side out of his own 
"Stats Can" office. 
It's all under in- 
vestigation: by the Auditor 
General, the Comptroller 
General, the Treasury 
Board, and, who knows, 
perhaps by the criminal 
business section of the 
RCMP. 
 rhere do 
talks stand? 
WASHINGTON (CP) -- 
The ponderously slow 
Egyptian-lsraeli peace talks 
appear to be up in the air 
with Cairo insisting it will 
agree to nothing less than a 
comprehensive settlement 
and U.S. officials main• 
taining that both sides will be 
back at the table soon. 
In the latest U.S. 
manoeuvre, President 
Carter telephoned Egyptian 
President Anwar Sadat 
seeking assurances that 
Egypt is not suspending the 
talks. An American 
spokesman said Carter got 
that assurance but Cairo 
• dispatches appeared less 
certain. Egypt still imists 
that a peace pact with Israel 
be linked with settlement of
Palestininn issues. 
Some observers uggested 
a major obstacle to signing a 
treaty had been overcome 
with the Israeli govern- 
ment's decision to link the 
proposed peace treaty to 
negotiations for a settlement 
on the West Bank and Gaza 
strip. 
Israel in effect agreed to 
open tails on the fate of the 
West Bank-Gaza 
Palestinians as soon as the 
treaty was signed with 
Egypt. But while this was a 
each year. And while the timetables of those who London last year, Burger competence no matter what major concession from 
competition for legal work m seek to avmd R" • " ' .  estimated that one-half of ali its extent. HIS concern has Israel, it still rejected 
fierce, the number of His comments were ap- U.S. trial lawyers are since expanded to cover all Egypt's call for a timetable 
lawyers hns c_limbed to an piauded by some editorial unqualified to represent lawyers, not just those who for autonomy. 
esumateo 47o,00o. writers ann others and their clients, do trial work. Within hours, Egypt had 
announced it was recalling 
its top negotiator to Cairo. BETTER STOCK ' This llthhonr hitch seemed 
to put the negotiating 
Cattlemen consider" cloning" inPrecess for a bilateral t r a tyEgypt l imbo,  i demanding the 
peace treaty include or have 
REGINA (CP)  - -  Cloning should have the research The process, he said, could tube baby in England attached a timetable for 
cattle to p.n~.~e id.e.nt.ical capacity it need; . . produce "identical cattle, because they have been us- implementing a formula for 
ve_~lom ~_~d__l~l,y ~l|~ent _His comments ecnoe.a one. after another after ing similar techniques in Palestinian self-rule that 
o - . .u , ,  ~, omy one ox ~uner Menzle o! Cne anotner.- theirindnstrvfnrsometimA was worked out at Camp 
.sev.ersl areas w.herc the beef University of Guelph, who Completely identical in The industry also needs to David, the presidential 
maus_try ~.neous to . a.o told the seminar Wednesday every respect.., it's in the .undertake research into retreat near Washington, 
~rc~,  ..t;. M..ttea.. w~ no ot~r indust~ treats its early experimental stages soils, Williams said. He said Last September. 
arena, o.! rue vm.versl_~ ot market with sucn contempt but it's actually being ex. soil specialists have said But the Israelia again this 
~sg..atcnewan, asia Tnur- as noes beef in terms of peri mented with right now." that, on average, 50 per cent week overwhelmingly 
~Yo~ . . . . . .  _r~_.. rch. . Irlmble said inter he was of fertility on the Prairies rejected inclusion of any 
ot omy m research not Williams and Harvey speaking of a Calgary has been lost in the past 75 timetable. The two sides 
being done in a wide variety Triable, a pure-breed animal transplant firm years. He said no other area have agreed the Palestinians 
of key areas, "we're not even breeder from Okoteks, Alta., which was doing cloning in the world faced such a are to have self-government 
in the occupied West Bank 
and Gaza after a five-year 
transition period, but it is not 
specified when the elections 
marking the start of that five 
years are to he held or who 
can stand as candidates. 
Egypt and Israel still have 
research. Williams noted situation. 
that much work had already He speculated that putting 
been done in the. areas of cattle onto land now used for 
artificial insemination and crops might be a solution to 
ova transplants, the fertility problem. 
The seminar was told But, as in so many other 
cattlemen were not sur- areas, he said, more 
ortsed bv fhe birth of a test. research is needed. 
until about Dec. 17 to meet 
the threc-month deadline for 
a treaty set at the Camp 
David summit. 
State department sources, 
though concerned, said they 
were not completely sur- 
prised by the Egyptian tactic 
of recalling its top 
negotiator. Sadat had said 
last week it might be nec- 
essary to break off the talks 
to let the Isranlia reconsider 
their position. 
The'Egyptians may also be 
trying toshow they are not in 
such a hurry for peace that 
they will retreat from their 
position on the Palostinian 
issue. 
Sources here say work on 
the treaty is all but con- 
eluded, with most of the 
major issues between Egypt 
and Israel already settled. 
Even Sadat, who started 
the whale process with his 
journey to Jerusalem last 
year, has said that after the 
Palestinian question, "the 
remaining obstacles to a 
treaty are of no significance 
and could be surmounted 
easily." 
But Sadat has also called 
the Palestininn impasse "a 
crisis" and said his peace 
initiative is at "a turning 
paint." 
State department concern 
had centred on whether 
Egypt and ~srael would be 
able to get back to the table 
themselves, or whether 
another American push was 
needed. Carter's telephone 
call may have been the 
impetus~ needed to get 
assurances .of good faith 
from both sides. 
The United States has 
already made one com-  
promise  proposal on the 
Palestinian timetable issue. 
The compromise was con. 
iained in a draft letter the 
two countries were to sign to. 
accompany the treaty, but 
Israel objected to it. 
~/ow, observers ay, the 
current dispute may yet be 
settled by having Israel give 
a separate understanding to
Carter on the timetable 
proposal that Carter could 
then formally convey to 
Sadat in a U.S. commitment 
to Egypt. 
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Esks still plotting as game 
19783CHI~NLEY+4ff/ARDS - -  time is looming ever closer 
Gabrie l  a two t ime winner  TORONTO(CP)--HCad spirit and the Alouettes' "It's go ingtobeagreat  defence to worry aheut." He coach Hugh Campbell said many offensive weapons, football game." said he'll make the decision 
Thursday he's still for. 
TORONTO (CP) -- Tony 
Gabriel, who fearlessly 
catches passes amid crowds 
defenders, broke down in 
tears Thursday night when 
he claimed the top two 
outstanding player awards 
in the Canadian Football 
League. 
Gabriel, the 29-ycar-old 
Ottawa Rough Riders tight 
end, was so overcome by 
emotion he was unable t~ 
speak after he was named 
the CFL's outstanding 
player. 
Minutes earlier he was 
named the outstanding 
Canadian and, in a short 
acceptance speech, gave 
thanks to his Ottawa team. 
mates and coaches. But 
when he was announced as 
the league's top player, all 
be was able to blurt out was: 
"This is just too much for 
me. Tom, " you're my 
choice." 
Gabriel was referring to 
Edmonton Eskimos quar. 
terback Tom Wilkinson who 
wen the outstanding player 
award in 1974 and ~ time 
finished as the runner-up to 
Gabriel: 
It was the third year in a 
row Gabriel, a Burlington, 
Ont., native, has won the 
outstanding Canadian 
award. This time he was 
selected over ookie receiver 
Joe Poplawski of Winnipeg 
Blue Bombers. 
"I hear they're going to 
name it the Tony Gabriel 
award," Poplawski joked 
when he accepted his runner- 
up prize. 
Gabriel led Eastern 
Conference pas~ receivers 
with 67 catchr+; for 1,970 
yards, the four~ year in a 
row he had tot:-:; gains of 
more than 1,000 yards. 
The 3S-year-old ~";!kiuson, 
aGrey Bull, Wy., ~ :ice, led 
the Eskimos to flr~t place in 
the WFC with a 10-4-2 record 
• and led conference passers 
with a .606 completion 
percentage. 
Gabriel joins former Oi- 
tawa quarterback Russ 
Jackson in having won the 
outstanding Canadian player 
award four times. 
Winners in other out- 
sianding~layer categories in
vot~g by sports writers and 
broadcasters in the nine CFL 
cities: 
Roskie--Poplawski, the 21- " 
yaar-nld flanker who led the 
league with 75 passes caught 
for 996 yards, chosen over 
Hamilton T iger-Cats  
linebacker Ben Zambiasi, 22, 
from University of Georgia. 
Offensive linemen--Jim 
Coode, Ottawa Rough Riders 
tackle, chosen over British 
Columbia Lions centre AI 
Wilson who wen the award in 
19'/7 and was ruuner-up in 
1976. 
Defensive player-- 
Edmonton tackle Dave 
Fenaell, who carries the 
nickname Dr. Death as 
leader of the fierce Eskimos 
front four, selected over 
Montreal safety Randy 
-Rhino who topped the 
league's punt returners with 
868 yards on 76 carries this 
~Sen. 
The outstanding playm' re- 
ceived a savings bond for 
13,000 while the runner-up 
got a $1,000 bond. The best 
Canadian player, offensive 
lineman and defensive 
playe~ received $2,000 bonds 
and the rookie $1,50o. 
Runners.up apart from the 
outstanding player category 
received ~k500 each. 
The awards were spon- 
sored by Canadian Scheniey 
Distilleries Ltd. 
Gabriel and Wilson were 
the only 1977 winners among 
this year's nominees. Other 
winners last year were 
Hamilton running back 
Jimmy Edwards, the out- 
standing player; Edmonton 
liuehacker Dan Kcpley, the 
outstanding defensive 
player, and B.C. receiver 
Leon Bright, the outstanding 
rookie. 
Gabriel previously won the 
Canadian player award in 
1977,1976 and 1974. He also is 
the first Canadian to win the 
outstanding player trophy 
since Jackson captured tJ~" 
award in 1969. 
The sure-handed Ottawa 
tight end has led EFC 
receivers five years in a row 
av.~ was named to the CFL 
,~!: hrtcam in 1977, 1976, 
.... .), 1974 and 1972. 
Gabriel played college ball 
at Syracuse, N.Y., and 
started his pro career with 
Hamilton Ticats in 1971. He 
played out his contract with 
Hamilton and signed with 
Ottawa in 1975. 
Since then, the six-foot- 
four, 210-poand tight end has 
become the favorite target 
for Ottawa quarterbacks 
despite the fact he often 
drawsdouble coverage by 
opposing defences. Ofteu, 
the key to his success is his 
ability to complete a 
reception in the middle of a 
crowd of defenders.- 
Gabriel caught 11 touch- 
down passes this season, 
helping the Riders to finish 
first in the EFC with an 11-5 | 
reoo~ - . . . .  
j 
W~ff,f lve-foot-10 ad:  
~77 pounds, Is completing his 
seventh season with the 
Eskimos and 10th in the 
league. He started in the 
CFL in 1967 with Toronto 
Argonauts, was traded to 
B.C. Lions in 1972 and the 
following year caught on 
with Edmonton. 
Previously known as the 
rolypoly quarterback, or by 
nicknames such as Keglegs, 
Wilkinson shed 20 pounds 
before this year's training 
camp in order to meet the 
challenge of rookie Warren 
Moon for the Edmonton 
quarterbacking job. 
Wilkinson has said he was 
prepared to retire rather 
than be traded or put on 
waivers had he not been able 
to establish himself as a 
starter at Edmonton this 
year. 
He wound up completing 
mulating Edmonton 
177 of 292 passes for 2,394 Eskimos strategy for Sun. 
yardsand29touchdownathia day's Grey Cup clash with 
season. He had nine passes Montreal Alouettes, a task 
intercepted, delayed by the travel and 
Popiswski, a University of restrictions involved in 
Alberta product, was a Canada's pro football 
member of the Canadian all- championship. 
star college team that met a Although he hasn't 
U.S. team in the first Can- managed to get down to the 
Am Bowl game last January. 
Zambiasi, his opponent in 
the rookie balloting, was a 
member of the U.S. team in 
that game. 
Edmonton dealt I 
Poplawksi to Winnipeg for I the rights to slothaek Tom Scott and the rookie caught 
on quickly with the Bombers. 
"NEW HOMES 
NOW" 
65 Beautiful new mobile homes - -  
ready for immediate delivery. 
"Low - Low Discount Pr ices" .  Ask 
about our free furniture offer. Call 
collect today. 
Purchasers  en joy  expense  pa id  
flight and airport  pickup. 
Oall Oelleot 
437-1184 
|sk for Oal or lmund 
i ~  Munday Homes Ltd.i  i 
:O  I I 6401 Klngsway Phone ColI+I 
I '  eurnaby, B.C. VSE1E! (112) 437.1104 I 
WORK SHOE 
HsO.'s 
we carry, Work, Sloort, Safely 
and Leisure Boots and Shoes 
We are FadoryJralned 
fitting Specialists. 
Wecan fit anybody. 
In Stock No Waiting 
Slzes 5.16 
W1~hs AAA.EEEE 












4789 Klngsv~y, Bts'neby, B,C 
,0'/J)521 
(,az:roDs fl'~n Slmpeon. Seers ) 
Bank ~ards Welmme 
Pleasewrlfe for tree 
brod~tve and 10cite list 
yUL~I . " IA~. .L IL .  k .~Cl t  ~a lq :~I ,  
YOU'VE WIIITED 
LON6 EHOU6H. 
Monl/odl * Moncto. • StJb+Jdla~t o| Arctic Ento/puses, In,: Thi,.t I~lv( ,f ]',,I]+L MIILIi+.:;(,I,| 5fi701 
TERRACE EQUIPMENT SALES LTD, 
4441 Lakelse 636.D304 ~ 
Dealer Lieenoe Number 012494 
"They have great esprit. 
decorp. They seem to be able 
to suck 'em up when things 
get tough," he said of the 
Alouettos, who will be 
playing the Eskimos for the 
fourth time in the last five 
Grey Cup games. 
"They can do a variety of 
things offensively, par- 
ticularly with a quarterback 
fine points yet, Campbell who can run." He said the 
told a coaches' news con-. Alouettos also had a good 
ference that the Eskimos defence and special teams 
will have to find a way to that rate at the top in the 
nullify Montreal's team Canadian Football League. 
Montreal head coach Joe on whether to switch 
Scannella described the Es- quarterbacks on instinct, 
kimos as a tough, close-knit "like in baseball whm a 
team with "tremendous manager has to decide when 
depth, great receivers and a a pitcher comes out." 
brilliant quarterback" in 
Tom Wilkimon. Campbell intends to go 
' .with the same lineup that Wilkinson will start but lmat Calgary Stampeders 26-. 
Campbell said there's a 13 in the Westem Confereuoe 
possibility that rookie final last Saturday. 
Warren Moon may see some 
action. He's not worried about 
"Warrendoesafowtiflngs field conditions or the 
that Tom doesn't do, and it weather, although the 
doesn't hurt to provide a forecast for Sunday is windy 
little bit of variety for the and cold. 
LY 
+ _ . .  
iilill I l ' fay= l.zu I 
Chocols t~PUea~]rL~ n  dy 14 
i~i:!ii!l ~'mB°l reg. price 4.27 ' ' 
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INs  WORK PARTS 
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K mart Reg. Price 4.99 
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 , , .gslIm2.gg 
[ saw.,,° j I SAVE,,c I i .v~-=c I 
PLEXlDLASS 
leE SGRJiPER POTTING SOIL PHENTEX 
Low K Mart Price 73c 
"+' 
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5 lb. Bag All Purpose 
K mart Reg. Low Price 73c 
SAT. 
Craft Yarn 3.2 oz. 
Assorted Colmws 
Reg. Low K mart 
Price 97c 
SAT. 
I s , f  a.,o i SAVE I 
2 PO. BATH MAT SET KLEENEX 
Decorative Colours 
K mart Reg. Price 9.49 
SATURDAY ONLY 
100 2.Ply Tissues 
K mart Reg. Price 42c 
SATURDAY ONLY 
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Turning back the mist) 
monton--and the Alouettes Eskimos--and I]is team lost 
lost 26-25. 34-19. 
--In the 1956 game, Ed- 
In 1955, Montreal monte| gained 456 yards 
quarterback Sam Et- rushing--more than a 
cheverry completed 30 quarter of the Eskimos' total 
passes for 508 yards and two ground offece in 16 Calm- 
touchdowns against the dian Football League games 
this season-and beat 
Montreal again 50-27. 
There have been three 
other meetings between the 
TORONTO (CP) -- Some 
of the figures boggle the 
mind: 
--In the 1954 Grey Cup 
game' Montreal receiver 
Red O'Quinn caught 13 
passes for 316 yards and two 
touchdowns against Ed- 
T////eum Twin 
: 
side; Jackie Parker. Normie 
Kwongand Johnny Bright on 
the other. And the statistics 
are there to back up the 
legends. • 
A total of 39 Grey Cup 
records set in the three 
games remain unhroken. 
All three were classic eel. 
tests between a team with an 
awesome passing attack and 
an opponent relying almost 
exclusively on the run. 
sands of time... 
Chuck Iiunsinger threw a was a single-game record 
wild lateral, Parker picked that stayed in the books for 
up the loose ball and  only a year, when Bright 
galloped 90 yards to the goal 
line. That tied the score-- 
touchdowns counted flve 
points before 1956-and Bob 
Dean, who had not missed a 
convert all season, kicked 
the decisive extra point. 
Parker was the Edmonton 
quarterback in 1955, neutral- 
|zing Etchevcrry's passing 
upstaged him with a 171-yard 
performance that has yet to 
be surpassed, 
Etcheverry was still 
setting Grey Cup records in 
1956 but this time they were 
negative ones. lie, and the 
Alouettes were the first 
participants in a Canadian 
football final to give up four 
treai fumbles to turn .the 
game into ;t rout in the 
second half. 
The Eskimos' il |'ouch- 
downs, 36 first downs and 45 
yards gained rushing were 
Grey Cup records and the 
two teams put two more on 
the board by combining for a 
point total of 77 and total 
offensive yardage of 1,115, 
Parker was the first player 
the time the Alouettes and 
Eskimos met again in the 
1974 final. 
Montreal won that one 20- 
7, mainly on the strength of 
Don Sweet's four field goals, 
but Sweet lost a place- 
kicking duel to Eskimos' 
Dave Cutler as the Eskimos 
won 9-8 the following year. 
Sweet was the dominant 
figure ,again last year, 
kicking a record six field two clubs on Grey Cup day, 
two of them Montreal vie- In 1954, the Eskimo with a mystifying selection interceptions, The mark was in 18 years to score three goals and 23 points in the 
.~ ~ 4720 LAKELSE AVE. PHONE 638-8111  tories. But the three Eskimo- rushing offence directed by of offtaekle plays, end equalled by Bruce Lee- touchdowns. Alouettes' 41-6 victory, 
Alouette finals of the mid-50s 21-year-old Bernie Paiouey sweeps and reverses that merman and the Eskimos in Etcheverry finally won u The Eskimos set records 
are enshrined inthe memory appeared to be a step behind netted 438 yards rushing, two too, picking up 157 yards on 
Montreal penalties as 
4~ 4~ last year's 41-6 loss to Grey Cup ring in 1970 by 
SHOWING AT 8 P .M.  of many football fans as Eteheverry's aerial born-touchdowns apiece by Montreal. coaehing Montronl~,a2:t-,0 
• something special in the bardment as the Eskimos Kwong and Brighl and u Don Getty, a future victory over Calgary compared with an all-time 
cup's 70-year history, trailed 25-20 late in the final touchdown pass to Bob ilcy. Alberta cabinet minister, Stampeders but a new low 102 yards in total of- " 
~ Many of the names have quarter and Montreal had danfeldt. Montreal's ground directed the Edmonton of- geoerationhadtakenoverby fence. 
NOVEIlBER 32-26 .k become legendary-- the hall deep in Edmonton attsckwasheldto4iyards, a fence in 1956 and took full d Orion || ~ Eteheverry, O'Quinn and territory. Grey Cup low, advantage of the inter- 1 
. , , , , .  . .m, .  , : " ' - -  co oe .  - - - - .e  - - , ,0 . - - . ,  oe - - . . . , - -  n "1  " "  
**************************  .ee1.. y lCKS 
i~ ,gt. Pepper's Looo,, Noerh l u b B a n d  ~~ mum] the E s k /m as 
" " PASSES rORt}NIO(CP)--Geonge I'd give the edge to 'Mo~-  4~ 4~ 
~ NOVEilNER 2§ ~ , ~ N iddon  $omewhe.  ,n Jho  i Reedl°ggedabeut lO miles t rea l 'But l on ' t h nk i tw i l l as  the C nadian Foothali be a running game. The 
Golden Rod, The Norse ~ ~ ~ paper an, two Terrace League's premier usher for defences are going, to force 
4~ ~ ~ more than a decade, the offences into me air, 
4~ 
when the one-time gasket- strong front fours' and finc- 
:~ ~ phons numbers. ~ so feetba, wags listen Uoth t~ams, be ~aid, have 
NOVEIlNER 2~-~ ~ ~ ~ , 4C chewanRonghrider!ullback backers. 
Findthem, andixo, is yours you ve ~ ~Iks .ab~t Sundays Grey "The defensive lines are 
|:up sn.owaown. _ about equal," he says. "If, l Jokes ily Folks Never Told Me , .~ • ~ won. '~ . . were gradsng the hncs, I d [ ~ '  Pick up your tickets at the Herald : ueea, WhO scorco more • • 
touchdowns (137) ano ran for give (David) Boone ** NOVEIlIIEN 2B- t8  ~ ~ ,me office r 3212 Kahlm St. ~ more yardage (16,116) than (Eskimos) a little edge on 
The Naughty Victorian| ~ . . .  . ~; ;= .~, ,~,, _~ .any. other player n.n,.pro (Gabriel) Gregoire; (Ats 
2G-BEOEilBER 3 Wednesday and pnekea y .. " (ork) Ilentsehel; (Dave) 
NOVEIlB ''mslu k~L~ ~0 --4""" seams., pm astnc nmo~ Gordon)Judges a little over ~ High-Dolhn' ~I~ ~q~ E4~ E d~nont~ '~.skim~...~ Fennell (Edmonton) the -rn, es?~sxnm.es.,~.e~._sana, edge on (Glen) Weir and 
won t De numnlea 41~ fls , Junior Ah You (Montreal) a 
'IX 4~ ~ey. were in. last y.ear's narrow edge over tRon) 
,~tr**********'kA'******'k******A'*** unaieDymeirSunuayrivam, Estav" 
L~ . ~ I  a "  ice..ndOlympieStodium. _..~.. ,~ ~. ~ .~,o.-  
' "" " d~.~_ ~ Montreal Aloaettea, at tho ~V-l~;tever ed-e there 
"lt was the condition of the '"'~:', ,'~. ";. " . . . .  Y .... 
s a l g g i a n  INN iL~. ,~ l ,  "~ '~ ~ - - ' ¢  trouble in that game," R .  Reed~|d. On this basts, he 
" . . . . . .  "--"--t~a'~ the West and whi~ he ad. 
~,w~ ~ I era .,,e~; . . . . .  ,ha ~-s~;-os rates Edmonton the best tn 
eapaciauy . . . . . . .  Jn me passin-s mJresthe work of ontrea s 
. . . . . . .  dn -ear  secondary he wonders ~.,~o_,~_~, same, man u~y.  y 6 4 2 or whether it can match 
agO. l l i~  IlIUm1, IIIIJA/IMI t 
factor though could be that likes of Eskimos Larry 





36 Hub 16 W, 
Te.eoe, BA, 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  Tom Wilkinson is a healthy 
- - ' " "  quarterback. He wasn't last Hollimon, Pete Lavorato and 
year." Gregg Butler. 
Reed, who also drums up if the game develops into a 
~ 1 ~ ,  p ~  & Uckets salea for the game as aerlalwar, nsheonticipstes, 
president of the CFL Reed believes the Eskimos 
Players' Associatlou, addnd: are better equipped on the 
"If 1 thought this was strength of their speedy 
~ ~ going to be a running catchers. game, 
4642 Lozelle 
Open 6 a.m. every  morn ing  
except  Sunday, Open 11 a.m. 
CLOSED 9 p .m.  dai ly,  
except - 
Fr iday & Saturday - 3 a.m. 
Sunday - 6 p .m.  
) 
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be hard to beat 
Mod.,m. S ~orev. tirol ¢|a.,~, me{re' hu41¢l. Cm0d Is 'arks - I I~ock •om 
beach. I-.ngll~,il na V and Slan|eV Park. near dew|leO1, dtoppJ~ wflhkn 2 
bhwks. 125 allt,~tively appointed ahrJ'ofldilkle,4.'d , ,ms ,  glmdk~ dkkNwv 
• unilb and suites - each with prlvale balh, cok)v 'IV alsd phase, nJnk~l 
f loss and Coffee Shnp. i~mtlge with tmlelrlJlmmml, b ldB  ~ 
noom$. I~lve-in Iobbv and h~, pmld~l. 
1755 Dark  5,m,pt. Vancouv~ V6G IWS. ~ :  i~l-Ui~-1113l co lk~ 
Te|e.: 04-51161 
TORONTO (CP) -- Grey The Eskimos lost 41-6 to 
Cup week activiUes moved the AIs in Montreal's 
into high gear Wednesday Olympic Stadium last year 
with the arrival of Edmonton before a game record crowd- 
Eskimos who, along with )8,318. 
Montreal Alouettes, con- If the Eskimos took last 
tinued their pregame year's CFL champiomhlp 
preparations while Canadlan match at Montreal too 
Football League officials lightly, head coach Hugh 
huddled in meetings. Campbell says that won't 
TheAlouettea, whaarrived happen this time. 
",,eaday night, meet he Es- "We're more serious this 
~mos in the Grey Capon year for the Grey Cup," said 
St:nday for thefonrth time in Campbell. "Our con- 
the last five years. They will centration is better and 
clash at Exhibition Stadium we're not as|sifted just being 
before an expected crowd of the western champions." 
53,000 or more. But Toronto bookmakers 
- were reported making the 
AIs twopoint favorites. 
Both teams this year boast 
~ ~  ~I~ strongdefencea. Edmonton's 
offensive strength as been 
its passing and Montreal has 
• t'"dl# ~ a strong running game 
although it emphasized 
q ~  passing earlier in the uenson. 
• '0 And both teams are 
relatively free of major 
~ ~  injuries following their 
respective conference finals 
last weekend. The only 
doubtful starter is Montreal 




n.am,mmm~.~.sM, practice sessions by both 
teams, league meetings and 
league and civic luncheons 
Other functions this week 
include the CP'L outstanding 
• player awards presentations 
It's time to call your tonight, aGrey Cup coaches' 
WelcomeWsgonhostesa. news conference today, 
numerous luncheons and 
Loi~Mohnlnger-635.5309 dinners, dances, the Mlss 
Evelyn Anweller 635.557! Grey Cup presentation 
Friday night and Saturday's 
I~ Grey Cup parade. 
Television coverage of the 
week's activities includes 
CBC telecasts of Saturday's 
parade and CBC.CTV 
cfferage of Sunday's 1:30 
p.'Tn. EST game, CBC radio 
also will broadcast the pa- 
fade and game. 
Saturday's parade starts 
at I p.m. EST and CBC also 
plans a special telecast 
immediately followin8 the 
parade with highlights of 
previous Grey Cup games. 
The weather forecast for 
Sunday calls for chance of 
showers or snow flurries 
with temperatures around 
three to five degrees. 
A 
P i 
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~Wre're the -~o,,'- 000 ~nen Lbers of the B.C. Government Employees' 
Union, and right now thos :~ of us who work in the Highways Department 
in the Terrace and Kitin at areas are worldng around the clock putting 
those bridges back in. 
' We're on 1 ''~,.,, job ~vhe: ayou, the citizens of this Province need us. 
@ 
The B.C, Government Employees' Union. 
We're working for you. 
i 
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Family film evening 
Brigham Young The movies are John 
University and lhc parks and Baker's I,ast Race, The 
recreation conumttee will be Phone Call, and The 
presenting three movies Mailbox. Each movie has 
Saturday from 2:30 to 5:30 been a Gold Medal winner in 
p.m. and from 7:30 to 9:30 the Collegiate Film Festival 
p.m. held in the United States 
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Stereos by Famous Brand Names, 
PHONE e 847-4485 
Fulfiishings 
~_i~,~ ' wlmm quallb' mtte"" Ed Joe 
...... ,=,.=.=,=,,~',~ .......... ~ ' 1073 Main Str6et 
. " ..: ' • Box 70, Smithers 
each year. They are 
specifically intended for 
family entertainment and 
deal with everyday oe- 
eurances. 
"John Baker's Last Race" 
is about a long distance 
runner who ran for the 
University of New Mexico in 
Albuquerque. He was rated 
as one of the. top U.S. 
hopefuls for the Olympics in 
1972. While in training for the 
Olympics he developed 
terminal cancer. From this 
paint he movies hows what 
be accomplished in his life 
even though he was faced 
with certain death. 
"The Phone Call" is a 
comical based on a stow in 
the Reader's Digest about a 
young boy in high school who 
wants to ask a girl out on his 
first date. 
"The Mailbox" is a stow 
about a grandmother who 
Wants so bad to hear from 
the family she raised and 
loves. Many days go by and 
she receives no word from 
her children but she eon- 
tinuca to hope as she waits by 
her mailbox. 
All of these films are ex. 
cellent family en- 
tertainment. There will be no 
admission fee charged• 
Everyone is welcome to 
attend. The senior citizen's 
room in the arena hae been 
reserved for the showings. 
FROM THE CHURCH 
i 
word of God -- the Bible. people that forget God e
Robert L. White As we delve into this Let's recognize 
book of truth we learn problem we have brought 
Everywhere you go and that as time comes closer upon ourselves by leaving 
everywhere you look to that period "When time Christ out and then let's 
people are wondering shall be no more" these follow the steps that will 
"What's HaPpening?" things will occur with remedy the situation. 
" more and more I know this will not alter 
The weather has, frequency., God's ultimate plans in 
become almost un- Earthquakes have the least but it will cause 
predictable for the past become almost common- those that heed to know 
several seasons - some place in our world to-day that they are aware of 
areas that are never and yet they were rare "What's happening" and 
plagued with severe cold only 300 years ago. I feel thus they willnot be left in 
weather have ox- that these are "signs" of the dark. The steps to 
perienced cold weather in what is really happening follow are these: 
severity the past two or in to-day's world. 1. Confess your sins - 
three winters. Other Weareheadedtowarda Romans 3:23 (I John 1:9) 
areas have become date with our Creatorl He 2. Repent of your s ins-  
almost unbearably warm said, thru his messenger Luke 13:3 
duringthissameperindof named Paul, that men 3. Believe on Jesus 
time. As we stop and would he "Ever learning Christ and confess him to 
ponder these situattem and never able to come to others - Romans 10:9 
we can consider the the knewledge of truth". 4. Read God's word 
geological and This is happening right daily and pray. 
meterological aspects howl We are an advanced These will cause you to 
and come to a scientific society. We have more know "What's hap- 
theory of the reasons for and higher technology penlng" and to be 
these unnatural oe- than was dreamed about prepared for whatever 
ourences. 20-30 years ago. With our occurs because of the 
However, I feel that if "test ube babies we have assurance in God's word 
we are' to uncover the almost totally left God out that He will never leave 
turth concerning these of our lives, thee nor forsake thee but 
phenomena we must look The Bible is clear and will go with you all the 
into the only source of concise in pronouncing way even to the end of the 
real truth, and that is the "woes" on nations and Age. 
Won't offer help again 
E I),,M.ONTON (C~) --:-.It But within minutes of do this, except hat she was "I looked in through the 
wam.~t l~t. t.ne mua .ann t.ne opening her doGr, she knew just staggering drunk." window and she had dumped 
smusnm cmna littering tile her offer of help had been a When Mrs. Harris broke over the china cabinet and 
living room t.hnt had .Mrs. mistake, freeand escaped through the broken everything in it; she 
Leone._t iarr ls .walgmg "She was crying and front door, the woman had thrown quarts of milk on 
mreugn er nouse m a mtze. talking all the time about picked up a large potted the floor and smashed 
It was the realization that somebody," Mrs. Harris plant and threw it on the almost every potted plant in 
she would dare never again 
to open her door to help 
someone in distress. 
When she called out to the 
stumbling, crying young 
woman in her front yard just 
before midnight Monday, 
Mrs. Harris had no fear. 
Pastor Bob Lesyk 
636-4328 
said. "I told her to sit down 
• and suddenly she started 
associating me with her aunt 
or her mother. 
"She got up and attacked 
me. 
"I don't know what hap- 
pened to the girl to make her 
f loor.  
"She wasn't that big, not 
much bigger than me. But 
once she got really mad she 
was  st rong."  
After going to eeighbors to 
call police, Mrs. Harris re- 
turned to her home. 
ATTEND THE CHURCH 
OF YOUR CHOICE 
the house." 
She had also taken off her 
pants and "made areal mesa 
all over the floor." 
By the time her husband 
Clifford Harris came home 
to the rescue, the woman had 
passed out. 
City police arrived shortly 
after and arrested the young 
woman, 
The woman rampage 
had taken her into one of the 
bedrooms where, bureau 
drawers had been pulled out 
onto the finer and bedshcets 
soiled. 
i Mrs. Harris's 87-year-old 
mother managed to sleep 
through the ruckus and 
learned of the incident he 
THIS SUNDAY next morning. "All those years of 
Ocrnor of Halliweil and R. Thomas collecting nice things and 
9" 45 a m Bible Teaching . ,~ey'real! gone:" she. said. 
• ~.• " ,  . . • ~ - - ~  I t runK  t m s tm numo.  
~unaay bcnooI ~ ~ The elderly woman was 
11:00a.m. Morning worship Service ~ ~ most affected by the 
7:30p•m. Singing and Bible Study / , ,q ,  . . m. . ,  • .,,~,, ~ Ismashing of 12 crystal 
goblets gwen to her and her 
/ - -  . . . .  u j , ,wm~u,  ,L , , - . , Ima ~, . -  "~ Wednesday 8:00 Home Bible Studies / C~r '~st , [cB~ Reformed Church  ihushand'~vtheirehildrenfor 
/ 4ql_lmm~m e,=,.mlb~ . J  M--=L  ~ "You Are Welcome af Uplands" J - • . a-___= : _ J  ==, . . . . . . .  • . . . . . . .  : "~  [their 35t1~ wedding anni- 
e 6free!  I nn  3 f raume Avenue "~Jversaw 
One of the plates hattered II ,,l_q Van helen . / '1  ,evoren, , - - , ,  / t i n  the fall of the cabinet 
day Scho01 - Terrace ]O:00a.m. / I . .. " n I  rr  10 dated back to the 18th een 
S n tuw, sne ~za und'ay School- Remo 1:00 p.m. / J Mrs Harris'said T e -- • ' . u snay 
11 ~shipServ ice  / '  [morning was spent cleaning 
• I most of the dirt,- braken ghss 
I and china--the pieces filled 
[ three shopping bags. 
[ She said she won't open 
' her door again, 
" J " I  don't care if they're 
|laying on the road half.dead. 
I I might call out of the win. 
dew and I would hone the i ,, p 
J police. 
I 
I TTo  1 
4630 Straume Avenue, Terrace 036-2312 "P '~ ' - - "~"~-" (~ 3400 Eby Street 636-3016 ~> heels 
 ALVATION ARMY, Paelor Dwayne Darkman 
SUNDAY MASSES 9:00 am. 4637 Walsh Avenue 10:00a.m. Sunday School a r m  
! I: 15 a.m. SUNDAY 11:00 a.m• Family Worship Service 
Podiatrist Dr• Glenn 
7:30 p.m. 9:30 a.m• Christian Education H Cornwell said Wednesday as 
1 i :00 a.m. Family Worship Service many as half of his female 
7:30 p.m. Evanglisfic Salvation Meeting Wsloom patients may have foot, knee 
and hack problems because 
TUESDAY NIGHT . they wear high heels. 
7:30 p.m. Bible Study and Prayer Meeting tOO TO "People who wear high 
WEDNESDAY Worship heels are ruining their 
7:30 p.m. Ladies Home League Fellowship skeletal systems," Cornwell 
SATURDAY ~ said in an interview. 
7: 30 p•m. Yeuth Group 
KNOX UNITED CHURCH Christian Counselling I He said that as the heel height is raised, the b(dy'e 
Emergency Welfare centre of grav'ty is shifted 
OR7 Lczolle Avenue Spiritual Resources CHRIST LUTHERAN CHL forward. That incr~eos the 
635-5446or635.2626 Oornor Sparks Street and Park Avenue pressureheads, the joints at the bail the metatarsal 
Minister Reverend Dave Mart),n J the foot, and leads to ham- 
Reverend Rolf Nosterud 036-6882 mer toes that have an 
exagerated downward Sunday School Morning Service 11:00 a.m.  Seniorl2andupl0:00a.m. CHURCH OF GOD ChurchSchoo19:45a.m. eurve, saldDr. Cornwell. 
Under 12- 11:00a.m• Sunday School, Confirmation It takes a. long time for 
serious problems to develop 
Worship Service 11:00 a.m. Youth and Adult Classes from such skeletal dieter. 
3341 River Drive Terrace, .0. 6U-1661 eveo~nily ~cur. 
Hip joint replacements in 
elderly women, he said, are 
/ Reverend R,L, Wh,te I pre=hly sometimes =used 
by highheeled shoes which / I force the hip to rotate in an 
I ~  Sunday School 10'.00a.m ~ unnatural way, leading to 
" ~ .  Reverend R.L. White . ~ "  unnatural stress on the hip 
Morning Worship ] ]: 00 a .m.  . J r  and hip socket. 
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m. ~ He said another ,.;feet of 
high heels is ,hat they 
- -  ,-,._,._.~ __  I ~ ,~ycr  oervice Wednesday 7:30p, m.~ shorten the muscles on the 
~ ~ ' ' , ~ . . . . . .  , back of the leg, nc.,,.ktt.q i ' ,  
difficult for the wearer to 
walk without such shoes. 
, . .  .~ • : . • : 
.% 
~,1  I 




11 eont~ ~orary vegetable striped walloovering "Healthy Harvest" with a co-ordinated plaid "Harvest Plaid" 
enter to all the praotioal, as well as visual, needs for the oontemporar; kitohen. The pro-pasted, fully 
eornbbable and dry;vi~T~iiable we|[Ooverinp aJ~e from the gitohens & Bathrooms i)olleotion hi Sunworthy, . . . .  
~'~`~:~.~;~.~`~;~i`~'~`~[~:~.~:~'.~::.~.``.~.~.~'~.*/`.~:~ .:~: 3~... :~,'. ,~  ...~l~......~:. Al~ ...,~.: .::~.'.:.:,~-~g.....:,~::..~4~:!.::..~.~.. .. " g~ :.:.~..~:: ,. l~....;.~,~.::-'..:~.'.:...[~:....~,','......~ 
Well-informed Wallcovering Shopper 6eta Best Results 
Walleoverings are quickly 
bacom~ a ~o.~.r 
decorating choice in today s
homes - and for some very 
~ki reasons. They are a ct that moves with the 
us. Thus, in this do-it- 
yourself age, they are both 
d~wntO put up, and take 
and the number one 
plus - easy to maintain. 
However, the term 
'wallcoverings' alone does 
sometimes create some. 
confusion in our minds, 
because long gone are the 
dey8 when all wallcoverings 
were paper. For this reason, 
it's really worth knowing 
something about all the 
different types on the market 
today 8o that you can make 
ti~ right choice for the job in 
"When you're buying 
walleoverings, the. main 
~m~odtO think about is the 
or type of look you 
want to achieve in your 
home," says Mary 
Prud'homme, Inter ior 
Design and Color Consultant 
for Sunworthy 
Wallcoverings. "The func- 
tion of the room will 
determine the type of 
walleoverings yon need. For 
instance, is it for a kitchen, 
bathroom or child's room? 
These areas, for the most 
part, need tough, stain- 
res i s tant ,  sc rubbab le  
waileoverings, whereas a 
low nmintenanee area, such 
us n living room or bedroom, 
ran do with a less expensive 
paper", 
Meet walleoverings today 
are ire-pasted. This makes 
them easy to put up by 
almost anyone who can 
climb a ladder and saves the 
installation charges, lVloce 
The vast majority of just beginning to make its wallcoverings can also be detergent and water 
general wallcoverings are entree with some strength found. These include those solutions can be used to get 
made of (a) basic paper, (b) into the North American made out of natural general dirt or fingermarks 
a stronger paper that breaks market. These are generally materials such as cords, off washable wulleoverings, 
the glue bond when removed, pre-pasted and peelable, grasscloths, burlaps, as well whereas crayon, grease 
i.e. the dry.strippables, and They are less costly than the as the foils and Mylars. stains and the like can all be 
(c) solid vinyl laminated to fabr ic-backed var iety.  Generally, all of today's taken off the scruhbable 
either paper or fabric Fabric.backed vinyls are wallcoveringsarewasheble, varieties. 
hocking. The paper-bached generaliy notpre-pasted, but The dry strippables and 
vinyl, eeen up until now are dry.strippable, vinyls are scrubbeble and 
mostly in European lines, Is Quite afew other types of stain-resistant. Snap or 
.:. :[:~.,..~,~;, .~,~4~....~4~....~::, , ,~,..~,~;; ..~.'...~..~tg~.,..:,M~'.:...~'lg~'." • :,~.'.:..~', ~3. '~,..','~:,..~..~. 
McCall Real Estate 
Services Lid., 
Looking for a three bedroom full basement home. how 
about this one lobated on a largo lot in an exolusive 
neighborhood. Living room hie aoorn fJreplaoe. Large 
and more walleoveringe 
today are also e trtppable mid 
this has opened up a wno[e 
new area for them, i.e. 
apartment dwellers or 
~p le  who frequently move. 
dry.strippable type. of kitohen with dining area, One finished room in basement,, 
waileoverlng is  speetaily . 
treated paw. Resin, lat,ex Basement with high eeihnp and large windows - sundeok 
and sometimes man.mane 
fibres 8re added to the paper 
aothattbewholesb'ipcnnbe and airport- nicely landeoaped and partially fenood. 
removed from the wall 
ilsking $H,800. 
Oail Bonnie or Dud for appointment to view. 
/ 
without wetting. The 
'peelable' waflcovertn~ are 
another category. Here, the 
printed layer peels, off, 
iatvinU a thin backing paper 
on the wails. 
L 
Once you are aware of the 
different choices available in 
wallcoverings, you'll find 
the job of, selection easier. 
The time and effort involved 
in putting your pattern up is 
minimal and the impact 
instantaneous. 
Gardening Tip: powder and add them to 
'your houseplants or mix 
Don't push eggshells them into your compost 
down the garbage disposal, heap. They arc high in cal- 
Crush them into fine bits or cium, which plants need. 
VISUAL TREAT for your kitchen takes lust a few nl,nutes to arrange. This 
grouping features three non.stick skillets from France, trivets in wood and 
cork, towel rack, and wooden ladle and whip. I" 
Decorate Your Kitchen 
With a "Show-Off" Wail 
One look in your cup- 
board or kitchen drawers 
will turn up the ingredients 
for a "show-off'" wall ~ a 
grouping of items featuring 
interesting design, texture 
and color. And, if close in- 
spection proves that the in- 
gredients inyour kitchen are 
best hidden out of sight, it's 
time you investigated some 
of the wonderful house- 
wares available today. 
Start the kitchen.wall 
grouping with several larger 
items - -  perhaps two or 
three pieces of cookware. 
Among the new, easy-care, 
non-stick skillets, for in- 
stance ~.~.boon for expert 
cooks as well as brides - -  
the French import, T-Fal, is 
one of the most elegant, and 
is beautifully designed. Two 
or three of these handsome 
.pans in red, yellow or shin- 
mg aluminum, hung by their 
sleek black handles from 
decorative metal hooks, 
could well serve as the focus 
for an arresting grouping. 
(And T-Fal's unique coat- 
ing of pure PTFE keeps 
these pans beautiful, dur- 
able and easy to use for 
years. Just a swish of a 
soapy sponge and you can 
hang them back on the wall 
again.) 
Around the skillets, place 
a few other, smaller items - -  
wooden spoons, a beater or 
whip, a good.looking towel 
rack, perhaps a grater or 
colander, An unusual trivet 
or two in cork or metal can 
complete the arrangement. 
it's an excellent way to free 
storage space, it's easy to 
do, and it's a quick way to 
add flair to any kitchen, t 
A Little Planning Goes u 
Long Way 
Budget experts recom- 
mend planning shopping ex- 
cursions in advance, as well 
as menus. Once-a-week 
shopping is less wasteful 
than frequent rips to the 
supermarket, and lets you 
take advantage of the week- 
ly shopping specials offered 
in your local paper. 
Once you've planned the 
week's shopping, after con- 
sulting the supermarket ads, 
you can then plan menus in- 
corporating the bargains 
you've checked, adding any 
needed items to your shop- 
ping list. 
By careful planning you 
can thus make food dollars 
go further, save shopping 
time as well. 
PARK AVENUE REALTY LTD. 
4619 PARK AVENUE, TERRACE, B.C. V8G 1V5 
ill l , i 
Deck off kitchen overlooks 
large garden and mature 
trees. Double carport with 
entrance to basement- a 
quality home of 1280 sq. ft. 
with 5 bedrooms, 2 
fireplaces and numerous 
extras, this property is 
worth viewing. Located in 
most preferred area of 
town, priced at 866,000 and 
Muriel has more in- 
formation. 
Small but cozy. Only one 
bedroom but comfortable. 
Situated In uplands area on 
Munthe Ave. Has quiet 
setting on no thru road with 
large one acre yard, 
A nice family home on a 
large corner, treed 
privacy. Has a nice bright 
kitchen with eating area, 
living room Is comfortable 
with a fireplace. This is a 
revenue property with a 
separate self contained 
unit semi attached to the 
house. Location is clme to 
schools. Phone Judy. 
Country living. Large 
home on 5 acres close to 
town, House only 3 years 
old requires a little 
finishing, Excellent buy for 
handyman wlth large 
family.  Pr iced in mid 
sixties. Call Horst or 
Christol. ML.S, 
63 
Country living, yet close to 
school and Just 3 blocks 
away from downtown 
shopping. Over 1200 sq. ft., 
3 bedrooms, split level 
home, featuring fireplace, 
extra rooms in basement, 
double carport, paved 
drivewzy and many other 
extras. Asking $5.5,500. Call 
Cbristol or Hoist for more 
information. 
AFTER OFFICE HOURS 
Scott Avenue, three 
bedrooms, large living 
room with fireplace, family 
room and laundry area In 
full basement, Asking 
150,500, Call Kelly. 
HORST 6ODLINSKI - 636-6397 KELLY SQUIRES-635-7UI6 
liUnlEI, NULl-  635-2944 OHRISTEI, fiODLIHSKi. 63§4397 | 
JUDITH JEPNSON- 638-t652 . ZEN.A FRANCIS 636-3913 I 
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3 minute Shopping Sprees 




Overwaitea Food Oentre 
Shone Mail 
FOOD 
CENTERS Oil, Centre Mail 
KITIMAT SUBSORIBERSI • 
Overwaitea Food Oentre 
All Terrace and Kitimat subscribers are eligible. 
Contest closes midnight December 16, 1978. 18 YEARS AND OVER 
THE DALLY HERALD 
NEW START ORDER 
Oommenoinf..[J, r r . fOr•  a period of 3 months and thereafter until ordered disoontinued. 






SUBSCRIBER MUST SIGN ORDER, 
We ere preeontll suhsorihing to the Herald i~ 
Please start ml three month subscription tothe Herald 
i 
APT. . 
C~RRIERS DRA IT/ 
DRAW OLOSE$ UIDNIGHT DEI)EMBER 16, 1978 
$100.00  Gif t  Cer t i f i ca te  
FOR EVERY 6 NEW SUBSORIBERS YOUR NAME WILL BE EHTERED IN THE DRAW 
: v I ' . 
• . ,  , . . -  . 
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: Cotit' d. 
: COnt' (1. Cant'd. 
Animal !Cont'd. 
WorM , (,ont d. 
Wih| [ C?:)l'd, 
Ki);gdom ~ C(m~,'d, 
G m',; ~ I k)nt'd 
Show it,ant d. 
c . -S ;7"" - t ' L , , '%,% . . . . .  
'Return ~ Night 
of  the ~ Movie • 
Turks' 'i 'Cromwell' 
aid ~ Cont'd. 
Days ~ Cont'd. 
Cont'd. ~ Cou t'd. 
. . . . . . . . . .  ii . . . . . . . . .  
Cont'd, ~ Co~Wd. 
Cot_q'd, ,~ Coot'el. 
Cont'd. .,...ont d. 
Cant'd, ! Cwlt;d. 
NeWS ~i ~,, , ,,  =',av. 3ffairs 
:~'~turday i t;~it,,ht Final 
Night . , ,  c ~ J..,~ t(. ,. ,hew 
Live ~ 'Cat 
Cont'd. [ BalRm' 
Cont'd. ! C¢)nt'd. 














: 30 Cont'd. 










t , ,  ) 
Lor, t d. 
iC(:r:t'd, 
[,'oot a l! Titnt, 
; ¢3,.~'~i)el 
))O F 
Meet " } Bu'.': 
i l:hl,ar, y 
RL0i)t ~,, 
News ,- 
Jack P~ ~';m'k) of 
Show ~:)i~:'~¢y 
i Co~)l'd, Cant'd, ~ '=~' - - " - -~" 'o r ld  The 
)isney LaOlemabr.'rs 
~ont'd. Nature of 











v .,, IN:m 
:0o | J  F ~tera 
:15 1
[ :30 How 
: 45 | Come? 
I 
: 7  :~5 W of : 15 Disney 
:30 Cont'd, 
8: t5 Event :30 'AFireln :4s The Sky' 
~j~ KCTS 
(PB$)  ' 
j~  BC' fV 
(CTV| 
Wide Mahler's 
World of First 
3ports Symplmny 
Cont'd. Cont'd. 
News Once Upou 
Hour A Class ic  
Cont 'd ,  Julia 
Cont 'd ,  Child 
"A ' ra ,~;" "~ . . . . .  ,;ova 
I Sphie, rm,n 'Yh'.' 
I Cot~t'd. D:.'.ert's 
I Cont'd Edge' 
A('ademy 
Fer[ormance Cont'd. 
'Time i Fall & Rise 




Cont'd. Cont'd. - 
Fantasy 
Lqaad Cant'd, 
i Cont'd. Sneal¢ 
i Cont'd. " Preview 
CTV Ripping 
News Yarns 
News Hour Saturday 
Finat Night 
t,ate Show Movie 
'From Russia 'The Execution 
With O! Private 
Love' Slo¢ik' 
,. l ont' l'a'e'P'c' Cont'd. Cont'd. 
£ U :30 Cont'd. Ombudsman 
:4s Cont'd. ,, Cont'd. 
l l : " "  KING' . . . .  i Natio--~al' :lS News ' Nation's Bus. 
:30 Five Star Night Final 
:45 Movie - -  Late 
1 0 'flush, [Sh-ow ' ' '  
:Hush 'Loss of 
£ & :30 'Sweet Innocence' 





























. (.:ornt~ton| Soccer 




ltardy I ~earch 
Boys ' Cont'd, 
Coot'd, 'lMtal~khaznun's 
[ Coot'd, Egypt 
rBal.t""~IT~ta"~  J. Miehener's 
~ Gal~ctica [World 
~ Cont'd. Cont'd. 




Cant'd, 'Duchess of 












dania  wn quilts 
6ordon a.d Anderson Ltd. 
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OTTAWA (CP) --' t'a):ad~ U.~. i8 Io.) l)re;s=e;.,pie;i wi;h ,):)bs.idies in wl'dC:;i g.Wel'n.. The a)lto pact provil~S 
~houid fez'For ',m, idea at an comps)ling intvrv~ti-maland in211;s o'; I',)tr. side.~ nf the f r~ trade across the oormr 
immediate, rc~r, cning the inte:u;di~,':d,~.stocomidrra b~:'der igA: for ne,v auto o~ uew ear~ and their 
.~utt: pact wi:h -the ti~,ited reop(',alng of the l:).year-old l,l~n~s ~,f~,:ri::g !argo ,rJginsl parts at the 
States add ~.oncentratc m- [~;t:! t,t I;resenr. amotzn~..'ff money, wbAesale revel. Mo~t  auto  
stead e)' develoi')ing a :suit},. "rhc, report recommends Rt:F, man's -tdvme that the lm~ ~ are oulsidc lhe tl,.,'l~l 
billi(m dolhu' at):o ~)ar(.s that Canadaseek huge:;mns goverume:,t sh,wIl not ,;. ol the pact and o~er tl~e 
t "i'~ldltal'"Y' a guvert~inent 0F in,~cS,.r:ient capital at tbi.~ tim," a:~k the  U:S, to years ~ Cv..~adian tr&,~. 
)aflU:;'y in e )he J!tdustfy hi~,~; ho~:.C a)¢l abroad and rnake re::!,en lt,e pact is alr:':~) de(},:it )~ th~'~e ha8 a)~'.~.t~.~ 
co1~chlded. 
The bltmtiV,warded 2[.0- 
pagu re~ort t)f id:tt!iry 
CO,'l~.',~i:.;~.,jehCi " ~ i r.r) o ).~ 
Reisrnan, w/2a:is was re- 
lo;,ie'J Th,,c~day, :mid .the 
available a.wide range of 
hnar)eiat ine~tntj yes to 
reeh'ttctt)'c:'~ il>l own. auto 
industr:¢, particularly the 
alllo park~ segmeut: 
At the same tim,., it calls 
Ra' ou ~wl of , battle of 
cert,l~il to come a bl~w to 
/nany a,.,xiously av.'aitiz,g a 
revamping c.f the limited 
fre~ b'ade agreeo:=. 'a) .  Talks 
on tl~(: p~cl hove been 
sched~fled for V, asP, irgton 
t','?,Xt :,'qnr,[h. 
O'rTAV,rA (C.P) - New crease Casmdian pat: In p r,,'t,e~t 'i'..!s investment. 
Demr;,",r,~tic })arty Le.ad,:r ticipation in ;,he indt,siry Crcm(la :'i.~;4q ir,ai:-,t ti~t it 
EdD..~adbenl~oidTh,rr,.'tay over tits nf~,xi three years, ~;e~. its fair :.;hare ot t~..w 
t.,he 8ovcrmrxeat sl:,utd St'.oi: Bread!,eht said; invest.me)•|t, rese:~reh and 
no,/,, commitments from the: Today Calmda was in a deveiopr:mt)t and aulo part5 
Bi~ 'rb:.ee automak('.rs todo good i)usiti.on to get renewed m,muhwtvring. It v'na imt 
marc of their' work in commitments. 'this wa~ getting thatnow. 
Canada. bec~t~e the indvs(mJ had a 1;~)adbent ~lso renewal 
i-7.e s~id he disc<$'eea with ,:este~ intero~t here nod had criticism of the fact zhat 
the h~mic premise ,ff the more e!flcient pl~nLs that~ it ;lelsman was one of the 
repori into auto pact P, adltt theU,S. It would wat;! an:hitects 'of the a'at(* pact 
released 'fhur,;¢,y by Simon ,,,,-,.e,' ,i.,p.ty 
mir~.ster of finance who con- 
7r~F.m',az~ .%Id r'anadr~ ~ g~ ..¢. 
.~ht, t~k) 5','~': ..; -~,';3' r't!'*;t~t ~l .. , . . . .  .t . . . . . . .  
L'~ ;',.,69,: , t',w 1;~.y¢.n.t-~.'q'f 
gge ted " States at presen,, and co,-  ~ ~.  i~  . cea~t:'ate inst~d in helping to 
greatly e):pmtd the Cm:adiau 
auto.part~ irvJtmtry. This OTTAWA (CP~ -- The 
,,v~.fld require" many great Canadian car may be 
government incentives, air idea whose time v'i}l 
Brtmdben{:, wlm tong has come, says a governmeut 
l'reencal!ingforabetterd~l} inquiry inta the auto it:. 
for Canadians ~nder !:he aul$ dustry. 
pact, said hc agrt~es '¢~i  It woaht have ~.om'-waeeJ 
Retsman tha¢. n.~W is not,~.¢: d.,•ive, start quickly ~.:n trt)siy 
time to )ry t~ fer~gotiate ~.  mornings, have a umre el. 
p~[C[  , ' ] 1 ~ fieh~td, tv:qtirtg and 
But Cauada sh~]d delrc~.~ting system than o.b.r 
dup!iczt:) its dem-'.ux; of:1~.a5 e,.',~s arid resist corrosion 
aud gel k.ttcr:! of colh- ,'ae.t),er, 
' ¢1 ) '1-  .I"~IllaL.Lt.I [I",)~Y~ t i l t [  ~,'~lt't&~t'[g Si.;I}OIt eL~man, who cur , -  
that  they will inerea'~e ¢uctca the fout:-u:o,,flh b 
Ca.ladia~ . sht~re o r, the  Ill- ves*d'3edot~, diwob',~ an 
du.~tl'y. }%,~aid he raised thi:; entire chapter m Ms report 
with visi~:i~g t)',S. State to the id-,a of the rugged t~e~ 
Sec.rc~ary Cymls Vance on car designed espe,'b:Jly for 
Wednesday and tim miai31er C~umd~. 
raided i:o objectbm to tits I¢.ei:',man says such a 
idea. Thi~ wa.~ tacit ~,ccept- dre~m flies in the face tff an 
anee. a~pareat it)ternatienal trend 
In 19~5 the strip-,asker., toward t,aass-preducvd ears 
gave the Canadian govern- t~b;:t cat, tie sold and serviced 
:',:m'~t us|doris&lags to, iu- anywivere in the we)•ld, 
Hc ave concedes  dr, ere is 
,Artua~ty no i,te~'est i:s th~ 
l(lea on the part of existing 
car m~kers, 
But he r~fu~.,T, t.~ r).:ie out 
the i~s:-'ibiiity of aa atl: 
C'madla,': c~r. 
"The  i OIRlll:S;qion f,*;,llg~/;t 
,r,ecoln)ht,(),] on ~;e ba~:is of 
t,') hiliR,,:t~ { dollars. 
The overMt deficit ~ in 
ite'l~s covered by the l~et 
over h% 13 years :s ~/5 
bii|ien. 
d al : 
incest}gate ?.ow it was 
wurkil|g. 
i-,ie said IY, o Rehn~an 
report was ~d/*~ervlng. : 
"It 1~ i~evltable ',.hat il
sd,.w.t aa author to review hla 
own hook you are golng:to 
get a favorable review." :.
• its dist:t~ssiot,:-~ witJ~ vir'.uail:; 
all oi ):u: Werld';~. major 
automobile raaiffu.~el,.o' ~ rc
llmt til.*: gever r ,  mei~t attic fly 
pro'sue the Canadi~'a car 
option at tif, s lime; 
"Tiffs is floL to Swy, 
b.tnve~,o.r, i, should ;')e 
oomph;rely ;),is:ais.';~M f l . ' )m 
~oture ,:or,sid,gratiou," 
~ei.~'.an says ,'ae ha~ .,'pent 
yea,'s !i:~te ~ing to people ask 
Exploring in an abaf t  
wi~,bftt] tar.e, ~e t~vek~ 
meat e fa  Canadim't eat', 
Itei~man est, imate~ Canada 
wotfld need ~o produce! at 
}east 250,000 vehicles a y~r. 
II,~ say. ¢ the cost 0f 8eit'!~'.g 
op a~.w Iav'.iiti~ eapabhi of 
2r,,dtmiug a ~ t" I~','~n starj. ~o 
finish would b~ ~bout:i 12 
i;iUi~:.n. I t  the  n.rm ear mak~'r 
wlmf,m :,.:, i?,.duce start;up 
.~,~.d s. raa]~r coraito~')t~;.), 
s',~:!', ~.,~ ~.~'.gi'~*~ -, ¢~dl:d :~.. 
!~7,::,l.:e0. 'k')&. ( '  ':k': ,m< fi',~:'~ 
rai;(io~. 
But l;¢e.i~m~a ',¢ud, o~ .0~ 
"/'he n~¢~ cox miglet l~,t~ 
exigtneerh}i; faults ,,vliiuh 
cm,!d resv:,>. ~. e~tly re~.tla. 
why (:a:mda should he th~ Co'*::.or.lel:q .-,!th .~ withe 
only maior ~ar.buying rmt~e o~ nta~ prad~i  
Co)lnt)'y |!lih~ wor!d without im0or~a ~u choose l?r0m, 
it.'~ own car. . mi~t  be unwilling to i~.Y. 
EVERY SATURDAY T ILL  DECEbIBI~I¢ '.2:~r,:l M#.,bJY L:..ICKY SHOP-  
I.flt¢~.~,, ) ., ~.O r,,E, WON).  Pli~i(S WILL  IHH~,I A 'J?URK~.~¥ (OVE.I.I. I00 =" " " " '  ...... ' . . . .  
..~ A SHOk PLR IS MAKIN  -, A PURCHkSk;  WIII':.N THE t RA ELL[NG .~, • . ~ ,•  ¢ " , ,  . . . . .  . 
ALAI:.~M CLOCK RINGS- -HE OH, SI.iE v/INS A .HKk  ! ILA~ ITIRt~EY - 
,L)L.,I Ti lE  FUN EVL~:RY SATURDAY '£HE T I !AVELL(NG ALARM 
,',i[ "~" .... CLOCK COULD RING ANY I .M.~.,, AN Y'@'HERE ~N THE MALL ,  
- .... " ' -E  "==G 
Win A Weekend r. oF in Reno 
t ~ • 1( . Int.Jude,, f rom "e  • o , , /~; , ' i : fn ' t  return and hotel SILVEH ~.~, INGS 'I .)UR . . . .  ' [ .rra . . . .  
ar.(,ommodation. 
,~ i l t ,  t3ATUItl)AY SALIL:~ SLIPS FROM 'ALl, PAwrIC.IF'ATING MI,A',- 
CHAN~,. WILL BF ENT.ERED IN THE DRAW FOR THF RENJ  
WLI~KEi",[  l:~K TO BE  HE I ,D  SATUI~,DAY, ,l.dk~IJl 'J~,Y 2i), 
~, IN ADDITION ALL ~" ' "  WILl, ~ ' , ,ALES  SL IPS  i L EL I ( ; IBLE  
." " . . . .  ~ ]-tlt)A'), I H.,L,~ ~,~ FOR A DRAW .'I 0 Bh] H~LD EVER ~ "" " : " 
[~ ~.  DEC. 29 FOR A PIAGHT BAG,.., _ " "~, .  
JO|R THE FUN g   IZES 
at OITY CENTRE U LL-   T|MAT l 
I 
. . . .  I1  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . .  . . 
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• Toys, Toys, Toys "1  
CLASMFIEO RATES 
LO¢-A L f~f L'¢: 
20 wnr¢ld o~ :ass $2.00 per 
!p~ert]¢~'l. (.),~er 20 words $ 
c~.~s pw word. 
') ~." ~,'ere consec~th, e in. 
~;~,  ¢1.~0 per lnsertlun. 
,~*t~(Y, or ru~ or not. 
CORRECT~OH~: 
Nlust be r.~,~e brdore 2nd 
Imertton. 
AIInwance ~.~.~ bP. made for 
only one In~.o:'rec~ z.d. 
R~}g ~UMBER~: 
75 ce~ts pick up. 
$1.25 ma~'Yed. 
CLAS.~IF lED DISPLAY: 
Rate.-. available upon 
r~,uest. 
~2 r,,~;~.~,~ ~:. ,~:~e ~lr,~, 
/~t;~1~rn~.ft'~ , :~' .~ ~5.00 per 
LF.G#,L - POLITICAL and 
T~ANS I E ~ "/" AD-  
VF.~TI$1NG: 
' 1 '3 .60  I~;~1" r , ,O fUP '~n ~r lCb .  
fBUSlNF. $S PEft3ONALS: 
~.fO pe~ line per modish. 













United States ~ America on~ 
year $1.00. 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VOG ~M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace &Dlsh'Ict • 
Thomhlll & Dlstrkl 
Phone 532-63~. 
The Herald reserves tl. 
right to classify ads undo' 
appropriate headings and to 
~et rates therefore and to 
,~.termlne page location. 
The Her~M rem'v~ the 
:iQht ~to revise, edit, ¢ta~lfy 
or relect any advertllemeM 
and to retain eny answers 
directed to the Hereld Box 
Reply Service, and to repay 
the customer the sum peld 
for the adverllsement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
Instructions not ptcketl up 
v;Ithln 10days of expiry of an 
advertisement wil l  be 
I / 
Skoena Health Unit 
• 3215-2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635.6307 
The following are a few of 
the services offered locally 
by your Health Unit Slaff:' 
lea CHILD HEALTH CON. 
mth I,N, FERENCES. 
yelr 311,(le Held weekly at the Health 
3mfl l l l .N Unit .every Tuesday from 
lm~f l l . le  1:30.3:SOp.re. Please phone 
ysor40,oe, for an apl~lntment. 
Yem'N .01 . HeM at Thornhill 
Recreation Centre on the 
fourth Fr iday of every 
month from 1:3o • 3:30 p.m. 
'Ruea phone for an ap. 
peiofment. 
Bebysltters who bring 
childflm most have parents 
wriffen consent for Im. 
menl~tlon. 
ADULT CLINICS 
are held at the 
I.Malth Unit on Monday, 
Wed~y 4rod Friday from 
3.4:10 p.m. by appointment 
~nly. 
"PRENATAL CLASSES 
:Clasles are held 
fltl~ugltOUt he Year at In- 
terva!s for expectant 
pefllnts. Phone the.Health 
Unit for. details and 
registration. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care In the home 
for those who need it on 
referral from their family 
de~or. Terrace area only. 
HEALTH PARADE 
For 4 year old children. 
Held on third Monday o f  
every month .  Develop.' 
Ot~:PLkY: 
publlr.~t ~:x,~ .-.~a ,,.'. 
ALI~ ¢:),,,;J.~';l~lr,'l~ ,ASH p~bllcetlon. , 
~ef fH  ~Fz~IF.R ~'~..;, gNatS it is agreed by the I~l. 
4~'  - fR  c • BUSli'~,.S~ES ~t.. ,~. AN vertlser reclueatlng SlUiCe, 
ESTAP.L!,S~D i ~:'{'.~UKT, ~hat the tlablllty o f  the. 
Herald In the ewud of tallure 
~rv~¢e charge o~ S~.~ ~r~ all to publlsh an odwrllmm~ont 
~I.~.F, cbeques, or In the event of an ~1,or, 
appearing In the ad. 
~: (3DtNG D~Co,  iP. vertlsoment as publllhed 
TION$: shell be  limited to th6 
NO ch~¢~'ge provided ,ewe amount paid by the ad. 
~ . ' .~e~ ~v~/h)n o,e m~mth, vertlsor for only. one in. 
~,~¢~ produc!lo~ charge fo~ c~rrect Insertion for the 
w.~Jdin9 a~d.or e~'~g~gen~ent portion of the advertising 
pictures News of wedd~ng.~ space occupied by tl~ In. 
(w~lte.ur, s~ r~.cslved ~ne correct or omiffed ltem only, 
mo, dh or ;.,~ore relier event end that there shall be no 
$I0..{~0 charge, with or Ilobillty teeny event greater 
wlthc,~t ~.~JcturP. Sub~ect O thou the amount paid for 
c,~nd~,~saHn'~. P~w,~ble In such edvertlslng. 
~vanr.e. Advertisements must 
co~ply with the British 
C L & S $ I F I E I1 IX N • Columbia Human R;ghtl Act 
NOU',IC~'M~NTS: which prohibits any ad. 
U~t~? 5.50 vertlslng thef dls¢rlmlnMes 
Eng;~,e-,~;.~ 5.5~ aga/nst any parson becauINi 
/~rle.ge.~ 5,~0 of his race, religion, SeX, 
;Death~ 5.~ o~lor, nationality, ancestlT 
FunerBis 5.50 or ~lsce of origin, or became 
Caras ot fh~;~k~ 5.50 h{s age is between 44 and dS 
Memorial N~i;ces 5.50 years, unless the cendit~on II
justified by a ~ :fide 
PHON~.'~:;3.6357 requirement for the work 
C~ass:f:.~l A.~vel ' ,~i,0 Dept. involved. 
mental ,  vision, hearing 
destroyed unless mail ing scroufllng done. Please 
Inotructlons are received. 
Those answering 0ox, ~ . ,~r . , sPP°_ l~m~' ,  . .  
N Jmbe~s are rt~lueeh~J not.. ,, mE, ~v. , . -  ev,en. - . , ,ee 
¢~cuments to avoid IoN, : Held every Monday at. 
• -t~noon at. 1-'2' p.m. 
• ~.~) ¢lelme of errors In V.D. CLINIC 
advertisements mult  be .Held every Monday at 3:~ 
recel.~KI 'by th~ publill~N' or. by 8~Xpolntment. 
w~thln 30 days Bfter the first SANITATION • " 
illl~.'W~,~lli~l~'tl&~WLm,~l~,w.~. , ' .  : IIIII I I " 
Is help 
Meet eve-~r .~c~y ,llgid at 
8 "n the !~t~ee,~ Health Unit. 
For mo~e ~,~for~.tlon ph,'jr~e 
&15-3747 or 635-~3. 
Learn tn Fly. Join Air 
Cadet~, T~rrace Squadron Is 
acc'~tlng a~l lca~c~ for. 
September. It yOU e."~loy Of 
think YOU w~u!d enjc;' ~ying, 
rifle ,'~nge. o0ddoor ac. 
tlvl~,os an~ are beheeen ?3-1Q 
yem's o~ age, p%ase call: 
Mike .~r~,lth .'el 63L,~3~ or 
,Bav T~ et 6,15-1590 
I r~ public healti~ inspectors 
a~ now Situated In Eby 
Street. They will be pleased 
to uslet with any sanitation 
probteme. • 
SPEECH AND HEARING 
CLINIC 
Hstd at 4612 Grelg Avenue. 
Heerlng tests will be done by 
roferrel from family doctor 
m' enmmunl~ health nurse. 
63~-!!$S. 
LONG TERM CARE 
Olflce at No. 205-4721 Lazelle 
Ave. Tel" 635.9196. 
Atsenmmt and planolng for 
tlmw eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
.AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office st No. 205-4721 
Lazelle. ; Tel. 635.9196, 
'Aneun~mt end guidance 
:,fOr vocational and social 
• rehab i l i ta t ion  done by 
consultant; • 
:The Salvation •Army will be 
'q~mmrlng a Christmas Tea 
and  Sole on Oecemta~r 9 
between 1 and $ p.m. Ad. 
mlssk)n $1.00- 4637 Walsh 
Ave . . . .  
Everyone Welcome 
9.1el 
A lea and bazaar will be held 
in Knox United Church on 
Go You Feel You Have Saturdly, D~mlmhor 2 from 
A Drinking Problem? Th4fe" ~ p,m.k) 4:30 p.m. (n¢.tM) 
Clu'ilt Church Anglican 
Avelloldel. " IfJtllMt ~ be ~ its 
amul l  
:: i ON: 
I~tlmby, Nov. :S 
h 'om 
lmi,,.:,p.m. 
TberewJll ha a eewing table, 
• beke table, men's ~ tahle, 
8an'me[ • booth, white 
dephint table, plants, 
Cme~l  d~ your ~ s  
~ , Everyone Is • . . (nc1444) 
St, Matthewa Anglican 




Nov. ~ ,  19;0 from 
2-4p.m. 
In Church Hall 
'PRgGNAN'r~' 
Call B i r thr ight  fqr an 
alternat ive to abortion, 
Phone i |z41~| anytime. 
Room 233, Neehako Centre. 
"Family Time To 
RememlMW" - free film show 
at the arena (Old Age 
Room) 
8at. Nov. 29 
I p.m.- I :M  
and 
Tp,m.-e:N 
sponsored by Terrace 
Reereatlan and Brigham 
Yeunl Univenity, Come and 
enjoy t i~  excellent family 
mtertslnmenL These films 
have bern shown throughout 
B.C. at oehmb and to service 
~Jubs. (ml-~4) 
P~eqnant and ;n need of 
support? 
Call for help from Right-to• 
Life promoters: 
LIs~ et 635.3164 
Carol ~t 635.5136 
Janna et 635.L~03 
Ladles Slim Line Club meHs 
Monday evening -- 6:3} p.m. 
--  United Church basement, 
Kltlmal, (nc-10.1~) 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Thee? Rlver.~ Works~lop 
for lhe Hardlcsgmed are 
looking for donations of ony 
old, broken or u~.d pieres of 
furniture, also ~ny discarded 
wood predu¢~s we could tlse 
for recycllr~l or renovat'n~,. 
Calf Us at 63~-2238 between 
8a.m. end 3 pro., we will try 





~t lngs :  
Men: 8:30 p.m. United 
Church 
Thvrs. or .%t. 0':3t} p.m. 
A;~l|~.~/~m~lal Ho~IIM, 
Sm. 9ronkMst M~t l~.  10 
~ noon. Lakelse Hotel,. 
Werght Waichore meeting 
i~eid avery Tuesday at y p,m, 
at the Knox Unltnd OnRch 
Hall, 4907 LamHo Avlmue. 
SKEENA CENTRE 
5keena Centre offers to the 
Senior Citizens o f t  he 
Terrace end Thornhlll,aroa 
the following services: : 
- Activity Centre for hen. 
dicta fie 
• Day care for wofklnp 
people 
• Drop.in for compenloflshlp 
& coffee 
Monday thru Friday I-4. 
Tramportatlon available. 




Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appre¢lete 
any donations of good, clean: 
clothing, any household 
items, toys etc. for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup service phone 
635-5320 or 635-5233, or leave 
dopallons a* the Thrift Shop 
on Lazeile Avenue on 
S~turdays between 11 n.m, 
and 3 p.m. Thank you. 
(nctfn) 
Kathryn Cernauskas has 
studied In North America 
end Europe with some of the 
world's greatest masters of 
the flute. She is a very 
versatile musician, per- 
forming regularly with the 
Vancouver Society for Early 
Music and befng ~ founder 
member 'of Days, Months 
and Years to Come, en an. 
s,)mble spedallzlng in the 
performance of recent 
music. 
Davled H0mphreys is a 
British born harplst who has 
recently seitled In Van. 
c(mver. His activities Include 
working with the Vancouver 
Symphony Orchestra, the 
Vancouver New Music 
5oclety and Symphonic 
Canadians. 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
NOV. ~! - -  8 p.m. 
Tlcke)s - $6.00 at door or by 
membership. 
The Terrace Jaycees wi l l  be 
Chrbtm~ Coloring 
Books. These ~ ~re 2'x3' 
in dimcmion~ and i'mv~ very 
lovd~, Christnm.q p:.lnt~ for 
chlldr~ of all a~,es to enjoy. 
Probably one of the most 
significant events in the 
history of the Terrace 
Jayeees -- Charter Night. 
Why so significant. This is 
when we wilhbe receiving 
our official charter and 
becoming a recognized unit 
in the J..aycee International, 
This ~ whe, we will be 
severin~l our ties with our 
parent unit -- the Terrace 
Jaycees -- and be an in- 
dupend~p unit. The terrace 
oaycees! would ~iks to take 
this opportunity ,) thank the 
Terrace Jayceea for aport- 
soling us and in parlJouiar 
thauk Dang Misfeldt and 
;;ames Gillham for all the. 
work, enthusiasm, and 
a~slstance they gave in 
gelling us on our feet. 
Occasion: Chsr~er Night - 
Terrace Jayeees 
When: Nov. ~5. 19"/8 - ? p.m. 
Where: Banquet room, 
Sandman I~  
If you ~ a female bet- 
weea the age~ of IB and 39 
and interested in fellowship, 
come and pay our unit a 
visit. Our meetings are held 
on the first and third 
Thuu~sday of every month at 
the Lakelse HoteJ - cocktails 
at 7 p.m. and dinner at 7:30 
p.m. Because we have to 
make ~rrangements for your 
meal, it weald be ap. 
iweciated if you would call 
Mrs. Ro~e Kerr, Program 
Chairman - 635-6792. She will 
arrange for your meal, and if 
you would like tran- 
spartatiou by all means just 
ask. (nc2-24N) 
The I.O.F. are holding their 
CHRISTMAS BA2AAR 
on Nov. 2S, 1978 
at the Arena ~anquet Room 
from 1 • 3 p.m. Christmas 
ornements and lots of gifts 
for" everyone. (nc24.24nov) 
OPERATION 
SANTA CLAUS 
All Patients, Kitimat 
Workshop and Senior 
Citizens Extended Care are 
invited to participate 
Saturday Dee. 2, g:50 a.m. - 
13:30 ~.m. in shopping 
discounts and free luncheon. 
Register at Wise Old Owl, 
632-5544. Ass i s tance  
available. Sponsors are. Beta 
Sigma Five, City Centre 
Merchants Association. 
.(ncT-30n) 
A NOTICE TO CRAFTS 
PEOPLE OF THE AREA 
A stere is opening at the 
end of November which b 
intended as an outlet for Arts 
& Crafts of thin northwest 
area. 
Funded under a Canada 
Works Grant, it is located at 
3224 Kalum St., 1'efface. 
It will have normal store 
hours and be run on a 
"consignment only" basis. 
Your partieipatfon is a 
must in order for this store to 
be a success. Please drop by 
or phone 625-2105 ff y~u have 
any suggestions, or work to 
.be dlsplay.ed (nC'/.30n) 
TRANSCENDENTAL 
MEDITATION & TM-SIDH! 
PROGRAM 
Free lntrnduetory lecture 
Wednesday, Nov. 29 • 7:30 
p.m. Northwest Community 
College Admln. Bldg. Room 
103B. Phone 638-8386. (nc,% 
29) 
"B i r th r ight '  Chapter  
meeting to be held Nov. 28 in 
the Senior Citizen's Room of 
the Arena at 8 p.m. A slide 
presentation • concerning 
values of human life will be 
discussed. Everyone 
welcome, inc4.28) 
The Terrace Singles Club ia 
holding a Dance on Satur- 
day, November 25 at 9 p.m. 
Place --  The Masonic Hall, 
4917 Lazelle. Music by 
Wolfgang Scholz of Kitimat. 
Come out and enjoy the good 
music. Last dance for 19781 
For L~orm.~tion ~ane: Bob 
• ~5-gMD or Margaret 
9'~9. (nc4-24) 
The Terrace Day Care 
Auxiliary will be holding a 
BAKE & CRAFT8 SALE at 
the Terrace Co-op, 
December 22 from 5 p.m. S 
P.M. All of our friends who 
wish to donate any crafts or 
baked goods can drop them 
off at the Day Care Centre, 
3425 Kalum on or before 




4 p.m. at the Coop. Proceeds 
for the Centennial Cbdstbn 
Schad. 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD, 






Now Open Fridays til eight. 




Odd lobs for the Jobless. 
Phone 635-4535. ,1238 Kalum. 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
• (Wee Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 




For Immediate delivery 
Septic System 
Specialists 
"Insist on the Best" 
PHONE 635.3939 
SCHMITTYS EXCAVATING 
DUFFS BICYCLE SHOP 
Reconditioned bikes and 
repairs. Reasonable rates. 
1731 Queansway Dr. 
RUPERT STEEL & 
SALVAGE LTD. ' 
We buy copper, brass, all 
metals and baflerles. 
Location. Seal Cove 
Open till S p.m. Men. to Sat. 
Phone 524-Slk~ 





~u, or part-time.Here Is an 
opportunity to earn extra 
money, 26 - $~ per hour. 
Training Is available. For 
interviews call Joan . 638. 
8392anytime (Fuller Brush) 
(ctf) 
Paper Carrier for Terrace 
Herald needed for the Mc- 






Required for Provincial 
Government Office on a half 
time basis. Must have 2 
years previous dfice ex- 
patience and ability to type 
50 words per minute. 
Please contact Skeeun 
Health Unit at 635-9196 for 
application forms and fur. 
ther details. 
Salary $492.50 per month 
plus $26.40 special living a 
allowance. (c4-27) 
Supervisor for LazeHe Pre- 
School. Apply in writing with 
two (2) letters of reference to
Dave Martyn, 4907 Lazelle 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. (5-27) 
Do you want to be the Avon 
lady in your neighborhood? 
Call Mary 632.~1?. (ctfn- 
2In) 
NURSES wanted h 
Terrace for ear piercing m 
a regular part•time bask 
Shifts are Thursday an( 
Friday evenings and at 





AN INTERNATIONAL OIL 
CO. offers plenty of money 
plus cash bonuses, at home 
training for mature in- 
dividual in Terrace-Kitimat 
area. Regardless of ex- 
perience, write S.B. Read, 
Prec., Tiffany Asphalt In- 
ternational, Box 1707, Sta. 
R., Toronto, Ont. M4G 4A3. 
(a4-2273,24,~') 
For Sale: 2'very large .~entry 
speakers. $1200 value. 
Bednend for quick sale. 638. 
1605. (i)5-24) 
1976 Canam 125 Dirt Bike. 
Phone 635-5293. (c5-28) 
/ i ra  
STMNED GL,~S 
Windows -- Lamps - -  made 
to order and repairs. 




We make to order, 
macrame, lamps, tables, 
plant hangers and towel 
racks. Plus other useful and 
decorative items. For more 
information please call 63,5- 
9736 or 838-1705. (c8-1d) 
Valley Comfort Heater. 
Excellent condition. Phone 
835*5704. (c3-24) 
6 pool tables 6x12 (National) 
complete, cues & balls. 
Regular price $3,000 ea. On 
sale $1,500 en. Collect 624- 
9781. Ask for Kathy. I p.m. - 7 
p.m. (p3•24) 
Just Like New. 78 Erika 
portable typewriter. Hardly 
ever used. Great Christmas 
Gift - SLOe. Call 635.5864 
betweenB:30.9:30 a.m. and 
9:30 - 11 p.m. (c5-28) 
Girl guide cookies for sale. 
Will deliver. 635:3553. 635. 
3260. 635.3294. {nc.tfn) 
I 
Gushier-Typist 
Do you know someone 
who is ambitious, who 
prefers interesting and 
divers i f ied  off ice 
duties? Then the variety 
of work here among our 
group of fHencUy 
cereer-mindnd men and 
women shaold have 
special appeal. 
You will enjoy our 
modern office, op- 
portunity for ad- 
vancement, all the 
benefits era big national 
company, et work near 
home. Send your friends 







For Sale: Various LIP's -- 
rock, blues C&W, etc. Prices 
vary with condition of 
album. Phone 635-5363 before 
5 p.m. 632-~.~ after 5 p.m. 
(c3-28) 
N guage model railroad. 3 
engines, 20 cars and tran- 
sformer plus many extras. 40 
Channel Realbtie CB, an- 
tenna, etc. - $100. Phone 635- 
4541. (c5•30N) 
For Sale: Brand new 
Electrolux vacuum cleaner. 
Periect condition. Must sell 
Phone ¢~.~40. (c5-24) 
One O.E. Fridge - t~to0. One 
G.E Stove - $250. In new 
condition and excellent 
working order. Phone 635- 
63O2. (c5.24) 
30" copportone self.cleaning 
stove - 1;150. 15 cu. ft. 
frestfrec ~dge with freezer 
compartment - $'200 Be for 
the pair• Phone 635-9277 after 
6 p.m. (1>t-24) 
Firewood for sale. Delivered 
.$65 cord. Phone 635-7402 




47oz Tuck Ave. 
Phone 635-25;7 
Windows, doors, stoves, 
sinks, tables, 400O watt 
heaters, ~0 amp service, 1o0 
watt switches, plumbing 
fitt|ngs, electric fittings 
misc. parts arK! others. Ca- 
M,F-tfnl 
Firewood for Sale. Phone 
635-3886. (p20-Bd) 
I I ,  I 
1973 .bdrm. Safeway 12x68. 
Complete with 8x12 joey 
shack. Will sell furnbhod or 
mdornished. 
And 
1972 Datsun Pickup. Best 
dfer or will sell for parts. 
Phone 635-5365. (p5-29) 
34, FOR!'::REN~T  ::ii 
ATTENTION 
CONTRAC'IDRS 
/J~d~trtni office Ireiler for. 
rent. 10x40 Traveo. Two 
room jobeite office trailer 
Chinook Trailer Sales 
5506 Hwy. 18 West, 
635-2O33 
Dealer no. D01113A 
(affn-lTn) 
; .,.WAHTE, O,~::~ C~; 
.:' '*: ~.!~!i~'~: './':i ,~': .i! 
WkNTED 
Cople:s of September 12, 1978, 
Daily Herold. 
If brough~ ;o office we'll 
pay you $2.00. (nctfn) 
Wanted to Buy: Used 
~'ropane r frigerator. Phone 
635-2573 eveain~, (p2-24,28) 
_ - m m t ~  
NEED SOME 
EXTRA MONEY? 
We'll pay you CASH tel 
yoor old furniture 
household items, guns, etc 
Just phone 
638-1613 






In l .l I L a ~  
HELP WAIITED 
|xperienoed Dining Room Wailrese 
Desk Clerk with some bookkeeping 
knowledge, 
Union wages 
Appl; in person - Lakdse Hotel 
II ~m I I 
INDEPENDENT SERVICE STATION 
OR 
GAS BAR OWNERS 
SELL UNDER THE MOHAWK SIGN AND KEEP 
YOUR INDEPENDENCE. 
If you are In or thinking of gaffing Into the gasoline 
I~Jslness be one of the growing numbers of successful 
Mohawk Dealers In Canada. 
For details write to: 
Box 1870, Prince George, B.C. or Phone: 962-8414 
MOHAWK OFFERS YOU: 
1. Independence In your operation 
2. Many money saving programs 
3. Full Ilhe of related products 
4. 100 percent Canadian Owned Company 
(cfl-T) 
COME SEE TNE ALL i i [W 
1976 
Datsun FI0 
Front end drive 
Hatchback.  $ 
• J B , i -  i~ 
1968 HEV¥ l HEW LONG BOX 
TRUCK 
with flat deck. 
~1 Tnn 
NAZDA 1969 ! PP 
r O ,as FORD P.U, 
1974 Dodge 
Monaoo 
4 Dr. H.T. 












Crow 0a5 P,U, 
$1,400 
Pent,so ImZUa F.U.I Toyota i ve P.O. i eeta*r PU i 
Aetre I Excellent I I shape, I sw " t  n..,.,,, I Wire canope, i 
LOW miles, auto v-umv I P" I "ke"w I 
.,.o I ",""1 ",4OOl","o p. .j 
I 8 ,  • . ' 
WAHTED MISC 
Phone 624-2078. (c3-24) 
HOMES ;_; 
FOR .RENT, 
For Rent: 3 bedroom house, 
20O0 sq. ft. Uving area, 
nnv~,ce, carport v~.th ½ 
acrsof  parking [or ~evy 
equipment.  Central ly 
located. Phone 6~-2043. ( i~ 
37) 
! 
i w,, Eo E , , , , s  
Wanted to rent: garage for Wanted: Room & Board for 1978CIIEV 
winter months to stere single gentlemen. Call Baby blue heavy duty z~ T. 
vehicle. Phone 635.2154 after S p.m. (ffn.sff) anytime, leave message. 635- P.U. Block heater, un- 
5154~ (p10-20) darceated, radial tires, 6 
eyl., 4 sp. 3,500 khn. Trades 
E iSS  :"'~'i~, considered. Call 638-1744 
. after 6 p.m. (c2-24) 
ITY,,! i ~ 
1967 V.W. Beetle. Studded 
23'6" Bttyliner CB. Low Retallor grip tires, good running 
hours. 225 Volvo. Trim tabs. Office Space condition. Phone 635-6475. 
Stand up head, Excellent 2 stores total of 2800 fh Can (c2.24) 
co~dltlon. Loaded. Sounders, be separated to 1400 ft. areas 
compasses and C.B. Heavy tn choice location on Lazelle E~J l l  
duty Roadrunner trailer. 
TO R NT 
i MARIN!E: i 
House for rent - furnished 3 
bedroom older house in 
town. 4~13 Lanelle Avenue. 
$300 per month. Phone e35- 
Me0. (c~-24) 
5hopping.Centre, Terrace, " E  
B.C. 635.3576 or 255.1939 
Vancouver. Available ,Sept.' 
1, 1978.' (,'*f) FOR SALE BY OWNER: 
24x48 double wide with 
For Sale: Commercial garage and tool shed. Close 
Butlding -- Prince Rupert, to  school. All appliances 
7~½ ThirdAve. W. Prince included. On 75x100 loL 
Rupert. 3,200 sq. ft. ground Asking $36,000. Phone 635- 
level. 5 bedroom upstairs. ~85. (cl0-20n) 
Lease for I553 per month. 
For Sale. Good price - ~ 
185,000, Collect 624-9781, ask I, TE 





!LE . | I  em,~  kun~ r.~,mn~n 
I . Invitation toTender J 
Sealed Tenders, Marked 
Janitorial Contract for Court 
House- Terrace, B.C. will be 
received up to3:00 p.m. local 
time the 6th day of 
December 1978, and these 
available at that ime will be 
opened in public at 
Brttish Columbia 
Buildings Corporation, 
4827 Keith Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Tendering documents may 
I~Ri-MI ~ LOT - Thornhlll 
For Bent: 3 bedroom house. District. Well and septic 
Stove & frid~e. $185 per system. S10,000. Call Ed 
month. Also Carder . 956.4110 or write 
2 bedroom fully ft,-hAshed Box 020, Port McNelll, B.C. 
trailer..$335 per month. V0N 2R0. IF) 
Exclusive, catering to . . . .  
famllien only. No pets. Five acres at Jack Pine 
Located at 3347 Kofoed Flats which did not flood. 
Drive. Phone 635-2482. (no2- Approved and developed for 
24) trailer Court, One trailer 
E included. $36,500. Please 
phone 638-639~. (1)3-10,17,24) 
ATTENTION BUILDERS 





prompt ly  a r ranged 
anywhere In B.C. In. 
formation and references on 
request. J.D. Phllllps Capltat 
Corporation, 10673 King 
George Highway, Surrey/ 
B.C. V3T 2X6. Phone 588.0411' 
days or 585.1603 evenings. (f)i 
Vanguard Camper. 8'6" 
deluxe• Completely loaded. 




For pruning, surgery and 
moving call 
635-3281 
and free estimate. (c8-24n) . .  
Incorporatel S70.O0 plus 
filing fees. Obtain your 
lawyer supervised In. 
corporation over the phone 
fastl Call Self Counsel 
Services toll free, 112.800. 
663-3007. Chargex and 
Mastercharge accepted. 
(cff-F) 
Murdoch R. Rohertsen is 
pleased to announce that as 
of November 27, ' 1979 
Robertson & Company will 
be open for the praetice of 
law at their new location of 
No. 201 - 4630 Lazelle 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VEG 
8, 
EGAL~!~: 
The Herald, Friday, November 24, 1978, Pa~e;'~.7~ " 
AVIS AUX PARENTS FRANCOPHONES 
INSCRIPTION 
PROGRAMME- CADRE DE FRANCAIS .? : 
LAND Ministry of " 
REGISTRY ACT Human Resources En Septcmbre 1979 le Programme Csdre de Francois : 
Re: Certificate of Title NOTICEOF destine a la population Frsnoophene de la C.B. sera 
68279-1, except the Northerly REVIEW OF introduit au noveau elementeile selon lea normes du i 
portion lying to the North of TEMPORARY WARDSHIP Ministere de l' Education. I1 taut qu 'on parle francois : 
• a Bne bisecting the East & . " (By Newspaper) couramment. ~' 
West boundaries thereof, To: John Lincoln 
District Lot 9T9, Range 5, TAKE NOTICE that a L'inacriptien des elevce, pour ia region Terrace- : 
Coast District, Plkn 3S00. hearing will take place at the Thornhili, se fera le 28 novembre ntre 9 het 15 h a~ / 
WHEREAS satisfactory Provincial Court (Family School Board Office, 3211 Kenney St., Terrace. 
proof of less of the above Division) at 4506 Lakeise .... """ ~:*: 
Certificate of Title iuued in Avenue, Terrace, British Si voua ne ponvez pan inscrire en personne, s'il vcus : ~:: 
the name of Lucia Stalls has Col/Jmbin, on the 20th day of plait telephoner au numero 635-4931 loc 56 le jour 
been fried in my office, I Docemher, 1978, at1:20 p,m. d'inecription, (a&~,24,~N) ~ 
hereby give notice that at the o'clock, to determine 
expiration of three con- whether the child ERIC 
secutive weeks from date of LINCOLN, horn September ~" 
theflrstpublicatlonhersofl 1, 1971, is in - "  " : MONEY . . . . .  
shah issue a Provisional, protection. N ~ V  
• Certificate of Title to the, At this heating the 
above named in Heu of said, Superintendent wil l  be DOWN ~" 
Lost Certificate unless in the' ~recemmending that the chi/d 
meantime valid objection is be committed temporarily to ": ~:~ 
derslgned.made inwriting ta the un- his=lea=custodY.For , er !! TRY YOUR TRADE IN !i / |  ? 
DATED at the Land please contact William " I="  
Registry Office, Prince. Anderson, Ministry of 
Rupert, BraSh Columbia, Human Resources at 45~6 New 14 Ft. Wide Mobile Hom~..~. 
this 7th day of November, Lakeke Avenue, Terrace, " . "  
telephone 63S-2283. (a2- Only $16,900 ": ~i'i 1978.  R.E.,Hooper 17,24n) 
REGISTRAR ~ Delivered and set up in B.C. - Let us - W:-I~ 
help you to qual i fy for monthly 
payments of only $18911 ' : IM : 
D....*,k.,ea,,m tul l l  nnlau avrmnen naid " ~"  
DISTRICT M ~  [ 
OF KITIMAT 
LEGAL NOTICE Purchasers wi l l  e joy expe se p i  .. 
The Council of the District 1974 Pacific Logging Truck. flights & a i rport  pickup. Ninety ~ "" 
of Kitimat hereby gives Many extras• With job in 
public notice of its proposal town. 1,000 gal, fuel tank & homes for immediate del ivery. ' E : :  
and intent t° undertake stand" Ph°ne 635"4048' (P4" M 2 )  yHomes . . . , ,  works for additional water undo l ad  
intake and pumping 
facilities to the Cablecar : :  
Subdivision Waterworks The city with the hi0hest d40!Klngsway Phone Collect ~:"  
System as shown on plans population is Shanghai, China ~], 
and specifieatiens available with nearly 11 mi l l i on  Burnaby, B.C. V5E 1E1 ( 
for inspection at the inhabitants, i[~i.. ; 
District's municipal o~flcen '" 
at 270 City Centle,.Kltimat; : = 
AND FURTHER, that'said ". : 
For Rent: one bedroom 
furnished apartment .  
Available December 1, 1978. 
~p renimately 3 miles from wntown Terrace. Phone 
635-9258. (ncffn-21n) 
LE 
3 bedroom basement suite 
for real No pets. Interested 
parties caU 635-2153. (p3-27) 
S bedroom unfurnished 
duplex for rent. Available 
Dee. I, 1978. Phone 638-8278. 
(~-29) 
HILLSIDE LODGE 
4456 Uftle Avemue 
S leeping rooms,  
housekeeping units, 
centrally located. Fully 
furnished. Reasonable 
rates by day or week. 





~flce No. 2 - 4603 Scott. 
One, .two and three 
bedroom apartments. 
Laundry & storage area. 
Near schools and 
downtown. Clean, quiet, 
spacious, security Iockup 
and patrol. 






Joint venture -- have choice 
clear title property for town 
house development. In- 
terested parties please 




be obtained at the above IS6. 
nddr~m after 9:00 a.m. on Signed 
the 20 day of November 1978. Murdoch R. Robertsen & 
Tenders must be filed on Franklin A. Jang 
the forms provided, in (Barristers& 
sealed, clearly marked Solicitors) 
envelopes. (a1-24) 
The lowest or any Tender / 
will not necessarily be ac- 
i 
~! i 
represent the best of the City Centre, KJtimat, B.C. 
personal vehicle market. Lowest or any tender will 
cepted. (a2-23,2~ 
For Sale: Established ap ~ - - -  
pliance repair aervine in DISTRICTOF Mintstryof 
thriving northern B.C. KITIMAT Human Resources 
~mmunity. " NOTICE OF NOTICE OF 
For details contact Box TENDER " REVIEW OF 
1187, Terrace Herald. (pS- SITE GRADING ,'PHASE I!" - TEMPORARY WARDSHIP 
(By Newspaper) 
28) CITYCENTRE To: Judith Robinson 
EXPANSION TAKE NOTICE that a 
Business Oppertualtlea Sealed tenders marked hearing will take place at the 
FORSALE "SITE GRADING PHASE Provincial Court (Family 
Complete 'coffee truc& 11" --  CITY CENTRE Division) at 4506 Lakelse 
business for sale. Est. 6 EXPANSION" will be ac- 
years. E~ ~ess potential. No cepted by the undersigned Avenue, Terrace, British 
Columbia, on the 20th day of 
competi' n. Total $5,000 until 10:30 a.m., local time, December, 1978, at 1:30 p.m. 
Phone 63~ ~50 after 4 p.m. December 12, .1978. Tenders .dclock, . to ' determine 
(1~-24) must be accompanied by a • whether the' " child, ERIC 
. . . .  certified cheque or bld bond LINCOLN, hem September 
in the amount of ten percent 1, 19"/1, is in need of 
(10 percent) of the bid Protection. 
amount and a Consent of At this hearing the 
CHINOOK Surety for a fifty percent (50 Superintendent will be 
TRAILER percent) Performance Bond. recommending that the child 
This work includes hauling SALES LTD. NEW--Welnvlteyoutostop of soil off the site, movingof beeommittedtemporarilytOhis care and custody. 
and see our new line of cut to fill, grading, etc., on For further information 
custom vans from Sundial approximately nix (6)• please contact William 
hectares. 
Camper of Canada. These Plans, specifications and Anderson, Ministry of 
vans feature custom exterlor tender documents may be Human Resources at 4506 
point with extremely well obtained from the office of Lakelae Avenue, Terrace, 
telephone 635-2283. (a2- finished Interiors and the M-nicipai Engineer, 270 17,24n) 
"USED- 1975 Ford F250 
Crew Cab --  low mileage. 7 
ft. box. Excellent buy for 
large family or contractor. FOR ~ BY OWNER 
11zlee bedroom house on sfioo. 
large corner lot. Many 
features must be seen to 1977 International Terra 
be appreciated. For ap- Scout 4x4 pickup. Automatic 
l~.lntment phone 653-3442 trans. Locking hub, Diesel 
~,s,eS~e728eveni~p.(c14- power. STOW. 
1975 Oldsmobile Deluxe 
'Must Sell' -- leaving Cutlass St:o,n Wagon. 
I(ltliaat. 4 bedroom home ou Slightly ~SJve average 
Brant Street. Open to offers, mileage. Below average 
635-4306. (c15-16d) price. $3500. 
Well kept 3 bedroom fuU 
basement home. Features 2
fireplaces, built in dish- 
washer,  landsenpped,  
controlled subdivision on 
water. 
2042 Churchill Drive. To view 
phone 635-3617. (3-24) 
$ ACRES with small house 
on the bench. Price $45,000. 
Phone 635.4453. (cff-m,f) 
• i i l 
NOW UNDER 
CONSTRUCTION 
1W3 International Travelall. 
Low ml!eage, power 
steering, power brakes. 
Trailer towing equipment. 
Excellent buy for large 
passenger and cargo 
capacity. $2800. 
1974 Oldsmobile Regency 98. 
Four door, fully equipped, 
new radial tlres. $3000. 
1975 GMC ~/4 Ton Camper 
Special Pick.up Truck. 0200 
G.V.W. 454 engine, dual 
exhaust, camper package. 
Excellent condition, aSS00. 
Dealer no. D1113A. (acff-nl) 
635-2033 
5506 Hwy. 16 W. 
not necessarily he accepted. 
'M. Fell, 
(a,'1-24,30) 
I bedroom, 1340 sq. ft., L. 
shaped home with full 
basement and fireplace., 
Will finish to your 
MOBILE  HOMES 
PurehasingASont, New mobile home., 
Dktriot of Kitimat, from as low as $100.0( 
27OcityCentre, down. O.A.C. 
Kitimot, B.C. 
VSC 11'6 
Set up and delivered 
trades .welcome. 
HERALD Phone co l lect  591 
5105. 
0LASSlFIEDS 
get results (ctf) II 
WANTED 
September 1 2, 1978 
Issues of the 
Terrace/Kitimat Daily Herald. 
We will pay $2.00 per copy. 
Must be complete issues. 
Bring to the Terrace./Kitimat 
Daily Herald Office. 
choice. Phone 
635.4011 1974 Ford 1/2 ton pickup. 3~ I 
6354094 motor, auto, radial tires, 
(earn.026) electronic ignition. Phone 
° " " ' * ' * ' " "  MOBILE HOME 1965 Galaxie 500 2 dr. H.'r. 
Good cendltien. Phone 635- 
• 3604. (i)3-24) IMMEDIATE DEL IVERY 
Wanted to Lease: 3 bedroom TO YOUR LOCATION 
horse by professional For Sale: 1969 Cougar XB7 
ample. Will maintai,t 638- for parts. Phone 635-9736. are now available on our lovely 14 wide and 
8165 or 638-1996 after 6 p.m. (c3-24) doublewide mobile homes. You choose your 
• (p10-50) decor, and we custom build to suit. 
1970 Ford Y~n. ~ motor. Government grant of S2500 applicable. 
Body good shape. 8 track Expense paid fare Vancouver.  return. For 
player, shag carpet inside, free credit chock and approval please phone 
tl,500 OBO. 6354371 after 
Wanted to Rent: 2 bedroom p.m. (c4-28) collect. 
home or apartment in N. ' Parker Homes of Canada Ltd. 
Kalum area, as soon as 1971 GMC ~h TI P.U, Asking 935-5447 
possible. 635 -2238 before 3 $900 OBO. Phone 635-2172 
p.m. Mon. to Fri. (C,~/27) after 6 p.m. (pi-24) I 
C~uncri ntends to borrow, 
upon the credit;: of the 
District of Kitimat a Sum not 
exceedin8 ONE HUNDRED 
THOUSAND ($I00,00~.00) 
DOLLARS, which will tie 
repayable over a per io~ 
Twenty (20) years; 'J~ *~. 
AND FURTHER, t~tt 
unlm, within thirty days of' 
the last publication of'thin 
notice, not less than due. 
twentieth in number of the 
electors of the District of 
Kitimat petitionthe Council 
for the submission of the 
"Cablecar Waterworks 
Improvement Loan 
Authorization By-Law No. 2, 
1978" for the assent of the 
electors, the Council may 
adopt said By-Law and 
proceed with the works 
described above without 
further notice. 
B. de Kleine, 
.... Mtmldl~l Clerk 
? :  
,.o 
NO, Ti 0 E 
Duo to the extreme cold weather, it would he advis=bi~ 
. j "  : ,  
for rodfd;mJ~veually affected with frnzon water lines to 
run their cold water tape to prevent their water lines 
from freeziq. Let the water run from the tap with a 
flow about the size of a pencil. 
m 
. ,  
....... 0!strict of . . . . . .  Terraoa 
WANTED 
I )ARRIERS ;:T" :£5 
?-? 
for th 
Timberland Trailer Park 
". . ' ,  / 
in Thornhill ; 
'. 
Anderson, Yeo route 
on  the Bench 
Also 
the McConnell area  
on the Bench. 
636-6367 
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J 
Dear Abby 
By Abigail:Van Buren 
DEAR ABBY: I am writi~'thls letter in the hope 
that you will print it because my parents reed your 
column daily. , a oodra rt I am 18 (a girl) and have always had g ppo 
with my par is, but there  JiT, wh ch 
we disngcee--my prWscy. They ~oo't mmz t~m on- 
titled to any because ofmy age and ~Ing oepenaant on 
them. 
I am fairly intoU~mt and ~ whure.n~_ .head is a t '  
and where l 'm ~ein~ in life. Just recoptty ~ ~o~a oa¢ 
that my parante had gone through my 
inoluding one drawer which I kept locked. (I left the 
key out, thinking I could t~t  them.) I ~ they .did 
this becauso they left a ann which read, You are u|o 
young to smoke grass. ~(si~ed)". Dud." I also 
discove~d that a plpo was 
I have not discussed tlhds with them because I am 
afraid to talk to them. I don't do any other kind of drugs 
and I am not s "bad" kid.: 
1 ~ deprived of my r i~= ~ wo~ld, apprecis~ 
your opi~ten. Please print thk. It s me omy way we wm 
get his out In the open to discose it. 
HOPEWELL, N.J. 
DEAR IlOPEWELL: Yes, your privacy hne bern 
invaded sad morally, you hsve been deprived of your 
rights...but legally ou are mtoor and your parents are 
re~.eiMe fur your welfare and l~nv~r . . .  Crosswo,'d 
! do not approve d parents going mroop mew 
chUdren's drawers, so I'm not excusing them, but since 
they did, and your father left you a note, eonekler it m 
Invitati~ to dbcu. the matter. 
DE.a~ ABBY: We know a nice, co~, stable couple 
who tell us that hey miffht come over ou the weekend. 
so we wait around and wait around, and half the time 
t~y dm't ,show. 
They don t have a telel~oueo s we can't call them to 
find out if they're coming or not. 
We enjoy their company, but it's hard to make plans 
when they are so unreliable. 
So whet do we do? 
IZZY FROM PISMO BEACH 
DEAR IZZY: When this nice, compatible couple tell 
you they "might" come over, teU them you "nd~t" be 
home. Then do so you please. 
DEAR ABBY: My 19-year-uld sos ran off the other 
night ' got married to his 18-year-old ~h'lfdand. 
To beas~li~HER mother west with themt She fldtd~e~ 
even heve'ti~e courage to tell her htmhand. The chil 
had gone shMdy for two years, ~ since I l~d 
disc lmed the i~or  with her mother t was sure She 
'didn't want an eaN,y marrisge any mare than I.did. 
And now this, with her bleneingl I am so angry at nor 
don't know what to do. 
I am not g~ to ~hew .my anger because I dm't 
want he children to start off married life with parmcs 
who are mad st each othor, b~t l'd like to know what 
you think o~ this whole sneaky deal. 
STILLANGRY 
DEAR STILL: i think it's pretty sneaky. But slmmmr 
down. There may be s Uttle "sequel" to thet stury. 
Do you wish you had more friends? F~ the neeret of 
popularlty, get Abby's new booklet; "How To Be 
Popular; You're Never Too Young or Too Old." Send |1 
with a IouS, self.addressed, stamped (~S cents) on. 
vetopa to Abby, 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 
90212. 
Horoscope 
What kind of day will today 
be? To find out whet he stars 
say, read the forecast given 
for your birth si~n. 
ARIES 
Apr. (Mar. 21 to 
Curb a tmdency to So to 
extremes and work or play too 
r 
Jn a mood to spend foolishly. 
Purchases won't erase the 
problem that confronto you. 
Frugality could help. 
moo 
(Aug. 24 to SepL 23) 
Everyone hgs a lsok-alike. 
Today you could run into 
someone to whom you are 
attracted .because you are 
vestl~ate and reach A careful 
judgmenL 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 
Beware someone who seems 
smiling and friendly but is 
actually out to undermine 
your position. Don't make the 
mistake of being too out- 
spoken or you'll regret it. 
ACROSS 37 Swlse city 
1 ZedJae 38 A meringue 
symbol ~|e 
S Bahy's hod 4~ Ma's 
t Favorite counterpart 
13 Chaplin's 41 Wrap 
wife 43 Fulls for 
13 Angd's 47 Ben - -  
headwear 48 Bulldin~ 
14 Seeded, at rock 
times Sl Single unit 
IS Beach bird SZ Type of 
17 'qMe on a plum 
Grecian--" S3 Sturt ~,r 
18 Ssdat's stm. 
tongue star 
19 Completed 54 FsoUlke 


































Average solution time: 23 rain. 
11-30 
Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 
I 
Sl Serve 
16 Hair prop 




























49 Chicken -- 
k~g 
so o=r uy 
the AMAZING SPIDERMAN 
I 2 3 4 ~5 ..... .  6 ~7 iS __~_._ 9 IO , ,  
, 
29 3o 
31 ~ 3 2  .. . . . . .  33 
z .c  : - _ -  
i ,1 I 
" Nor r  ii 
CRYPTOQUIP 1 1-30 
ONKYB OPQCV CQL JLO TPK JNKV 
QPKYBOCT 
Yesterday's Crylpto~dp-- CLEVER VILLAIN CAN INVEIGLE 
NAIVE GIRL. 
Today's Cryptoqulp clue: B equals H 
letter used stm  for oU r.. you 
wllleaualOthrou~outthepuzzle. S~gletetwrs, mm~. .. , 
-1 - -  dues to loCat~ and words using an apo~rophe can give You 
vowels. Solution i s -a~J~ed by trial and errs. 
© 1978 K~ r..,um S~U~t.. J~. 
By Stan Lee and John Romita 
• ~ ~\\ \~,~ @1/~/////~ ~Bv~s . ~"  Bur Ew~ THAT W~-'~" 
" . ~ [ I S  CONtPLETE.' l~ l  REPAY ME FORTHE 6~AR 
~ 1  ILt.~tve TH~$ t-~tc~ MY FACE-- AHO IN . , ,  
~'  ~ . ~  STOLEN FOI~ULAI|:I~ ~Y HEALS'! 
' TO BEAUTY" ~ /////,, ~I.O'S CLOSEST ~ 
I~ ~ , , ~  ".,~ / WHO E~$E 
31J'LL [ ~] r / / z  ~ - ~  ~ - oN TI4E. 
hard today. If you can strike a similar in appearance as well P~ES X 
balance, you can a l ~  an personullty. (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
that beth business You enjoy activity -- but LIBRA (Sept. 24 to Ock 23) J~ l .~  even you admit you've had too CATFISH By Roger Bollen and Gary Peterman ~ndeavors will succeed 
wonderfully well Positive thinking plus in- much lately. Slow down! It 
,,' TAURUS tuition can be used to further willbe difficult o turn down a .~__  __  . , _  
(Apr. 21 to May 21) ~Y~ your Job or romaptic tempting assignment, but you 
Don't start the weekend aspirations. Ambition is very must learn to sBy no. 
"early. There is work to stress 8t the moesent, r~ i : )~  ~) .~ D(~t~.  
c~nplet~lz~Z~'y0u~i~J~Y SCORPIO ' YOU BORN TODAY are a 
Sunday should bring a Your freewheeling lifestyle yourself by working for a non- " /' 
delightful encounter, is the topic of dLscussion, profit organization devoted to 
GEMINI ~ Theee who love you take a dlm helping others help them- _ ~ 
(May 22 to June 21) 'view of your late hours and selves. With your brilliant 
The path todayseems full of wish you'd drop a new com- mind and outgoing per- 
roadblocks, but if you apply panion, public office and might make 
a/%und them and come out ou (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) a very able Journalist. You 
top. Keep your cool -- don't You are counting the tend to be moody and must 
get flustered, minutes until this p.m. curb fits of depression 
triggered by the world's many -" 
CANCER O ~  because there is an autos in problems. Helping inyour own 
(June 22 to July 23) the offing, and you feel con- small way cBn make you feel 
Think carefully or you will :/dent someone you are 
repeat an error you might greatly attracted to will at- better. Whether you opt for 8 career or stay st home, yol~ the WIZARD OF IO By Brant Parker and Johnny Hart 
regret. Re-focus and you tend. You may be disap- wail devote some portion of 
should be able tOanother  way out, a dlscovursolutton tomorrow.Painted today- -  but not oachday to helpingpoople. It ~..,~.-ru~ u ,~.  IJcu~ P"  ~ ' ~ - - ~ ' ~  
that is sat/sfacto~ es-ull CAPRIGORN ~ is ln your nature. Birthdate of: ~ . .~NC: ,  y n~.a~v~. .11~O' rTq~ ' /_.~..._~IIMI[[[[- 
counts. (Dec. ~ to Jan. 20) John V. Linch.v, ex-msyor of 
New York ' / ;  Zachary N~:~A F'~P/ 
(JUlyLEO 24 to Aug. 23)~ per,Bef°remBke youabsolutelyl°se yourcertaintern- Taylor, 12t, president, ,~ .  / ) i11111 
and shopping centers. You're may be misleading so in- ©s~8 K,ns F..tum szndk~, inc. 
. . . .  
flCllP Afl 
B.C. By Johnny Hart 
D 
"You didn't forget to pay the window- 
cleaner again?" 
- I . . . . . . .  . . . . .  M 
